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Abstract
An Event-Related Potential Study of Error Monitoring to Affective and
Non-Affective Stimuli in Adolescents and Emerging Adults
By:
Rebecca Kate Reed

Advisor: Jillian Grose-Fifer, Ph.D.

Adolescents frequently make choices with less than optimal outcomes in emotional
situations. There is a growing body of neurobiological evidence that suggests this may due to
more rapid development of subcortical areas that mediate emotional responses compared to
cortical control areas. In Study 1, we used event-related potentials (ERPs) to examine response
monitoring/error detection in an affective and non-affective flanker task, in adolescents (Study 1)
and adults. In Study 2 we used the same tasks to investigate whether the same ERPs could be
used as biomarkers of risky behavior in emerging adults. In Study 1, we hypothesized
immaturities in the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) would result in adolescents being less able
than adults to ignore distracters in the affective flanker task. We compared amplitude differences
in the response locked error-related negativity (ERN) on an emotional face flanker and a
traditional letter flanker task, in adults (25–35 years) and adolescents (15–17 years). Because the
ERN was thought to have neural generators in the ACC, we hypothesized errors made by
adolescents would elicit disproportionately less negative ERNs in the affective condition
compared to the non-affective condition. Similarly, we predicted adolescents would make more
errors and have a greater interference effect than adults for affective targets but not for non-
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affective targets. The amplitude of two other ERP components—the stimulus-generated N2, and
the response-locked correct-related negativity (CRN), were also measured. These components
provided further indicators of neural maturation, as they are also thought to be generated in the
ACC. In general we did not find support for our behavioral hypotheses, adolescents made
marginally more errors than adults but did not perform worse on the affective compared to the
non-affective task. However, we did find some support for our ERP hypotheses, in that the ERN,
CRN and N2 showed age-related immaturities in the face task, but not the letter task. Further
exploratory analyses showed that the length of the task may have been contributed to the null
finding in the behavioral results. We concluded that adolescents may be more susceptible than
adults to ego-depletion especially when the letter task was performed after the face task. Also,
the lengthy affective task appeared to encourage habituation to fearful faces and so we were
unable to see evidence of increased attentional capture to fearful faces in adolescents.
In Study 2 we examined the utility of the ERP components in predicting risky behavior
(as measured by Zuckerman’s Sensation Seeking Scale and a Health Risk Survey) in a sample of
emerging adults (18–24 years). Emerging adulthood is thought to be an extended developmental
period between adolescence and adulthood, during which cortical control areas are still
developing, and risk-taking is prevalent. We predicted ERP correlates of response monitoring in
the affective task would correlate with sensation seeking and health risk-taking. However, we did
not find support for our hypotheses. As our sample consisted of mostly college students who
may be less risk taking than the members of the general population of 18-25 year olds, the lack
of variance in our self-report measures of risky behavior may have contributed to these null
findings
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General Introduction
Evidence has shown brain development continues through adolescence (Casey & Caudle,
2013; Casey, Jones, & Hare, 2008; Gogtay, Giedd, Lusk, Hayashi, Greenstein, Vaituzis, Nugent,
Herman, Clasen, Toga, Rapoport, & Thompson, 2004; Lenroot, Gogtay, Greenstein, Wells,
Wallace, Clasen, Blumenthal, Lerch, Zijdenbos, & Evans, 2007) and probably into young
(emerging) adulthood (Baker, Lubman, Yücel, Allen, Whittle, Fulcher, Zalesky, & Fornito,
2015; Dennis, Jahanshad, McMahon, de Zubicaray, Martin, Hickie, Toga, Wright, & Thompson,
2013; Sowell, Peterson, Thompson, Welcome, Henkenius, & Toga, 2003). This brain immaturity
is thought to drive increased risk-taking that has been associated with higher rates of accidental
death or injury in the teenaged population compared to children and adults (25+ years)
(Mathews, Miniño, Osterman, Strobino, & Guyer, 2010; Miniño, 2010).In particular, adolescents
have less ability than adults to self-regulate when emotions run high (Albert, Chein, & Steinberg,
2013; Chein, Albert, O’Brien, Uckert, & Steinberg, 2011; Galván, 2013; Galvan, Hare, Voss,
Glover, & Casey, 2007; van Duijvenvoorde, Op de Macks, Overgaauw, Gunther Moor, Dahl, &
Crone, 2014; Van Leijenhorst, Moor, Op de Macks, Rombouts, Westenberg, & Crone, 2010).
Emerging adults (18–25 years) may be at even greater risk for injuries caused by
accidents or death compared to adolescents (Park, Paul Mulye, Adams, Brindis, & Irwin Jr.,
2006); which may be due to increased independence (Arnett, 2005; Cohen, Kasen, Chen,
Hartmark, & Gordon, 2003; Riggs, Chou, Li, & Pentz, 2007; Tanner & Arnett, 2011), rather than
biological maturation as structural neuroimaging results suggested the trajectory of brain
maturation slows through emerging adulthood (Shaw, Kabani, Lerch, Eckstrand, Lenroot,
Gogtay, Greenstein, Clasen, Evans, & Rapoport, 2008; Sowell et al., 2003).
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The dissertation contains two studies. The first study used event related potentials to
study neurobiological correlates of self-regulation in late adolescence (15–17 years) with a focus
on elucidating the differences in behavioral and neural responses to affective stimuli between
adolescents and adults (25 years+). As outlined further in the introduction to Study 1, there
appears to be few studies that have examined neural correlates of self-regulation in adolescents
using an affective task, and a similar non-affective task, with a true comparison group of adults.
Additionally, the ERN, and N2 (and to a lesser degree the CRN), have been considered
biomarkers of error-monitoring, with mixed evidence as to the veracity of this claim (see Study
2, introduction). We measured three event-related potentials (ERPs) in an affective face and nonaffective letter flanker task: the stimulus-locked N2, and the response-locked correct-related
negativity CRN and error-related negativity (ERN). All three of these components are posited to
be generated in the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) (Bartholow, Pearson, Dickter, Sher, Fabiani,
& Gratton, 2005; Coles, Scheffers, & Holroyd, 2001; Gehring & Willoughby, 2002; Van Veen &
Carter, 2002; Vidal, Hasbroucq, Grapperon, & Bonnet, 2000; Yeung, Botvinick, & Cohen,
2004). These components are thought to be important in error and conflict monitoring. A major
goal of Study 1 was to clarify which of these three ERP components were more influenced by
the effects of emotion in adolescents compared to adults. Given the length of the protocol, we did
not measure risk taking in Study 1 and so were unable to test whether the amplitude of these ERP
components predicted self-regulation on self-report measures.
The second study addressed the latter question by investigating the neural correlates of
individual differences in risk-taking behavior in emerging adults, using the same affective and
non-affective flanker tasks as in Study 1. Risk taking was measured using self-report on the
Sensation Seeking Scale (Zuckerman, Eysenck, & Eysenck, 1978; Zuckerman, Kolin, Price, &
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Zoob, 1964), and a Health Risk Survey (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2012). The
major goal of Study 2 was to test if the ERN and N2 were good biomarkers of self-regulation.
We chose to carry out this study in emerging adults rather than adolescents because, our lengthy
ERP protocol would have made it difficult to collect the additional data needed to assess risk
taking in adolescents. Emerging adults, however, have longer spans of attention than adolescents
(Baumeister, Bratslavsky, Muraven, & Tice, 1998) and this population also shows greater risktaking propensity than adults, as seen by greater mortality rates due to accidental injury (Bell &
McBride, 2010; Neinstein, 2013; Park et al., 2006).
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Chapter 1: Study 1 Introduction
One of the most avoidable but biggest threats to well-being during adolescence is a
marked increase in risk-taking. While increased risk-taking may be necessary to push teenagers
toward independence (Blakemore, 2008; Casey et al., 2008; Spear, 2000; Steinberg, 2008), and
may increase inclusion in peer groups (Blakemore, 2008; Chein et al., 2011; Gardner &
Steinberg, 2005; Segalowitz, Santesso, Willoughby, Reker, Campbell, Chalmers, & RoseKrasnor, 2012); the outcomes of risk-taking are not always positive (Mathews et al., 2010;
Miniño, 2010). Increased mortality rates between the ages of 12–19 years (Mathews et al., 2010;
Miniño, 2010) occur as a result of motor vehicle accidents and unintentional bodily harm. Agespecific changes in emotion regulation; novelty- and, sensation-seeking (Santesso & Segalowitz,
2009); and increased sensitivity to reward (Galvan, Hare, Parra, Penn, Voss, Glover, & Casey,
2006; Luna, Padmanabhan, & O’Hearn, 2010; Padmanabhan, Geier, Ordaz, Teslovich, & Luna,
2011; van Duijvenvoorde, Jansen, Visser, & Huizenga, 2010), and peer presence (Chein et al.,
2011; Galvan et al., 2007; Gardner & Steinberg, 2005; Segalowitz et al., 2012) are thought to
drive risk-taking behaviors in adolescents (Casey et al., 2008; Casey, Jones, Levita, Libby,
Pattwell, Ruberry, Soliman, & Somerville, 2010; Steinberg, 2008, 2010).
Neurobiological models
Neurobiological models propose that increased risk-taking in adolescence is due to the
relatively prolonged development of prefrontal cortex (PFC), which is important in executive
functioning, compared to subcortical limbic areas that process emotionally salient factors, like
motivation, and peer presence (Casey et al., 2008; Casey et al., 2010; Chein et al., 2011; Hare,
Tottenham, Galvan, Voss, Glover, & Casey, 2008; Somerville, Hare, & Casey, 2011; Van
Leijenhorst et al., 2010). According to the models, these subcortical areas seem to be hyper-
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reactive during adolescence in both humans (Casey et al., 2010; Hare et al., 2008; Van
Leijenhorst et al., 2010), and other animals (Douglas, Varlinskaya, & Spear, 2003; Robinson,
Zitzman, Smith, & Spear, 2011; Spear, 2000, 2011; Varlinskaya & Spear, 2008). Interestingly,
the structure and function of the limbic system and risk-taking behavior reach peak maturity at
around the same time (Chein et al., 2011; Giedd, Clasen, Lenroot, Greenstein, Wallace, Ordaz,
Molloy, Blumenthal, Tossell, & Stayer, 2006; Goddings, Dumontheil, Blakemore, & Viner,
2014; Gogtay et al., 2004; Hare et al., 2008; Hooper, Luciana, Conklin, & Yarger, 2004; Lamm
& Lewis, 2010; Lamm, Zelazo, & Lewis, 2006; Lebel & Beaulieu, 2011; Lenroot et al., 2007;
Luna et al., 2010; Lupien, McEwen, Gunnar, & Heim, 2009; Mills, Lalonde, Clasen, Giedd, &
Blakemore, 2014; Monk, McClure, Nelson, Zarahn, Bilder, Leibenluft, Charney, Ernst, & Pine,
2003; Padmanabhan et al., 2011; Rubia, Smith, Taylor, & Brammer, 2007; Shaw et al., 2008;
Somerville et al., 2011; Sowell et al., 2003; Spear, 2000; Urošević, Collins, Muetzel, Lim, &
Luciana, 2014; van Duijvenvoorde et al., 2014). The converging evidence suggests that
adolescents are more likely to have difficulties with self-regulation in emotional situations
compared to adults (Albert et al., 2013; Blakemore, 2008; Casey et al., 2008; Segalowitz et al.,
2012; Steinberg, 2004, 2008; Steinberg, Albert, Cauffman, Banich, Graham, & Woolard, 2008).
Lab-based tests of self-regulation in adolescents
Self-regulation in typically-developing adolescents has been examined using a variety of
abstract, conflict-related tasks (e.g., go/no-go, flanker tasks, Stroop and anti-saccade), in which
participants inhibit responses to distracting, goal-irrelevant information (Eriksen & Eriksen,
1974; MacLeod, 1991). Laboratory tasks that assess self-regulation outcomes with cognitivebased tasks in an emotionally neutral setting are considered “cold” tasks. On cold tasks,
adolescents around the age of 15 years have demonstrated performance levels equivalent to
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adults on anti-saccade tasks (Klein, 2001; Luna, Garver, Urban, Lazar, & Sweeney, 2004;
Velanova, Wheeler, & Luna, 2008) and flanker tasks (Davies, Segalowitz, & Gavin, 2004;
Grose-Fifer, Rodrigues, Hoover, & Zottoli, 2013; Hogan, Vargha-Khadem, Kirkham, &
Baldeweg, 2005; Ladouceur, Dahl, & Carter, 2007). Tasks designed to assess self-regulation
with an added affective component are considered “hot” tasks and include: emotional stimuli,
such as pictures or faces (Grose-Fifer et al., 2013; Hare et al., 2008); tasks that provide rewards,
such as gambling tasks or delayed discounting (Lamm et al., 2006; Prencipe, Kesek, Cohen,
Lamm, Lewis, & Zelazo, 2011; van Duijvenvoorde et al., 2010; Van Leijenhorst et al., 2010); or
social factors, such as the presence of peers (Chein et al., 2011; Gardner & Steinberg, 2005). On
hot tasks, adolescents older than 15 years demonstrated a lag in performance relative to adults
(Chein et al., 2011; Grose-Fifer et al., 2013; Hare et al., 2008; Lamm et al., 2006; Prencipe et al.,
2011; Van Leijenhorst et al., 2010). Furthermore, in adolescent studies without adult groups,
performance was disproportionately worse and showed a more protracted developmental pattern
on hot than cold tasks (Hooper et al., 2004; Lamm et al., 2006; van Duijvenvoorde et al., 2010).
However, most of these studies used very different types of tasks to probe hot and cold
cognition. For example, three studies used the Iowa Gambling Task to test hot cognitive abilities
and a combination of go/no-go, Stroop, and/or digit span (backwards and/or forwards) to test
cold cognitive skills (Hooper et al., 2004; Lamm et al., 2006; Prencipe et al., 2011). These tasks
vary greatly in complexity and demand characteristics and were likely to activate very different
brain areas; therefore, task differences could have confounded age-related performance
differences between the hot and cold tasks. Additionally, some studies used different samples for
each task (Prencipe et al., 2011), and focused on behavior, rather than the neural correlates of
self-regulation (but for exception, see Chein et al., 2011).
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A few studies investigated hot and cold cognition using variants of the same task and
compared various adolescent age-ranges with various adult age-ranges (Chein et al., 2011;
Figner, Mackinlay, Wilkening, & Weber, 2009; Gardner & Steinberg, 2005; Grose-Fifer et al.,
2013). Each study created an affective task by using a non-affective variant of a task and adding
a motivationally salient element, such as adding monetary rewards (Figner et al., 2009), peer
presence (Chein et al., 2011; Gardner & Steinberg, 2005) or emotional faces (Grose-Fifer et al.,
2013).
Figner et al. (2009) used the Columbia Card Task (CCT) in which 32 cards were
presented facedown among which there were either 1, 2, or 3 loss cards on each of the 54 trials,
and the remainder of the cards were win cards. Both the value of the loss cards and the win cards
varied across trials. If a loss card was turned over in a trial then that amount was subtracted from
the total payoff. Different instructions changed the task from non-affective to affective. In the
cold task, participants were asked to indicate the number of cards to be turned over, but they
were not told how much they won or loss on each trial, instead the total winnings were disclosed
at the end of the session. In the hot task, participants chose whether to turn over a card one at a
time and feedback on the amount of win or loss was given after each card turn, additionally,
participants could stop turning cards over at any point (Figner et al., 2009). Two experiments in
the study used a between-subjects design to investigate risk-taking, and information use
(probability of winning or losing, amount of loss, and amount of gain) based on number of cards
selected. The two adolescent groups (14–15 and 17–19 years) showed increased risk-taking
indexed by number of cards chosen than the adult group (20–57 years) in the hot CCT, with no
difference in the number of cards selected by the two adolescent groups. Additionally, adults
used all three pieces of information in card choice whereas the two adolescent groups focused
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most on probability of a loss or a gain. Overall, the number of cards selected was negatively
correlated with the complexity of information used to make a decision (Figner et al., 2009). The
second experiment used the cold version of CCT and showed that adolescents and adults took
similar levels of risk, in that they selected similar numbers of cards and both groups used all
three pieces of information to make judgements about card selection. Results from the first and
second experiment were replicated in a third experiment; 13–16- and 20–38-year-olds carried out
both tasks (between-subjects repeated measures design). In general, adolescents took greater
risks and used less information on the hot task compared to adults. For the hot task, all
participants reported using “gut” feelings and being excited; adolescents chose more cards, and
used only probability of loss or gain to make their decision while adults used all three pieces of
information and selected less cards overall. For the cold task, all participants reported using more
deliberate mathematic strategies and there was no difference between adolescent and adult
groups in riskiness (the number of cards selected); however, although adults used all three pieces
of information to make decisions, adolescents used probability of loss or gain and loss amount in
card selection but, they did not use information about gain amount. The partial replication of the
second experiment showed performance on a cold task may be less dependent on using all pieces
of information whereas hot performance may require the use of more information to override a
risky response. The authors interpreted the findings to imply there was relative dominance on
attention to affective information (monetary reward) during adolescence that overrides more
deliberative decision making (Figner et al., 2009).
Adolescents have been shown to be disproportionately influenced by the presence of
peers compared to adults (Chein et al., 2011; Gardner & Steinberg, 2005). Gardner and Steinberg
(2005) investigated this phenomenon in 106 adolescents (M = 14.01 years), 105 youths (M =
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18.78 years), and 95 adults (M = 37.24 years). In a between-subjects design, participants were
exposed to one of two conditions. In one condition, participants were asked to complete the task
alone and in the other condition, participants were asked to complete the task with peers
watching. The task was a video game called “chicken”. When the green light was illuminated,
participants drove a car and when the light color switched to yellow light, participants could
choose to stop the car or to keep driving to increase the likelihood of winning points. At a
variable time after the yellow light was illuminated, a brick wall appeared and the participant
crashed the car, thus losing any potential points (Gardner & Steinberg, 2005). Adolescents
demonstrated greater risk-taking (they had more frequent crashes) in the presence than in the
absence of peers compared with the two other age groups (Gardner & Steinberg, 2005). In a
second repeated-measures study from the same group, 14 adolescents (M = 15.7 years), 14 young
adults (M = 20.6 years) and 12 adults (M = 25.6 years) completed a similar task except they had
the additional incentive—they would be given money if they were able to drive around the
course within the allotted time (without crashing) while fMRI data was simultaneously collected
(Chein et al., 2011). As seen with the previous study, when alone, adolescents performed
comparably to adults, but with the addition of peers, adolescents performed more poorly than
their adult counterparts as indexed by more frequent crashes (Chein et al., 2011). The fMRI
results showed that when peers were present, adolescents had greater activation in the ventral
striatum and orbitofrontal cortex than when they were alone, which correlated with risk-taking
behaviors—greater activation in these areas in adolescents predicted greater numbers of crashes.
Activity in cognitive control areas such as lateral PFC did not vary with peer presence, but was
found to be less in adolescents compared to adults. The authors interpreted the findings as
evidence that adolescents had increased sensitivity to reward in the presence of peers compared
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to adults, and that adults were better able to control their responses by increased recruitment of
PFC areas (Chein et al., 2011).
Grose-Fifer et al. (2013) used a traditional letter flanker task (Eriksen & Eriksen, 1974),
and a modified flanker task using emotional (happy or sad) faces instead of letters, in a repeated
measures between-subject design and sampled 25 adults (M = 28.08 years) and 25 adolescents
(M = 15.00 years). Congruent stimuli consisted of either the same letters (SSSSS) or the same
faces with the same emotion; whereas incongruent stimuli consisted of a central letter target
flanked by different letters (SSHSS) or a face displaying one emotion flanked by the same face
displaying the other emotion (Grose-Fifer et al., 2013). In each case, participants identified the
central target by pressing a mouse button. Overall, the results demonstrated greater differences in
performance between adolescents and adults in the emotional face flanker task than in the
traditional letter flanker task. Specifically, in the letter flanker task, younger adolescents (11–14
years) performed less accurately than older adolescents (15–17 years) and adults; and the groups
demonstrated no statistically significant difference in reaction time on the letter flanker task. In
the emotional face flanker task, adolescents were less accurate than adults; and younger
adolescents were less accurate than older adolescents. Adolescents showed greater interference
effects (slower RTs for incongruent trials compared to congruent trials) than adults for happy
targets with a trend toward a linear decrease with age seen in the adolescent group (Grose-Fifer
et al., 2013). In contrast, there were no age-related differences for the interference effect for
fearful targets. These results were interpreted as showing that compared to adults, adolescents
may be more distracted by fearful targets, even when an approach-oriented stimulus (happy face)
was the target stimulus. Furthermore, these data supported the theory that development of
cognitive control in hot tasks lags behind cognitive control in cold tasks during adolescence.
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The current study extended the previous study by Grose-Fifer et al. (2013) by
investigating the neural correlates of executive functioning (EF) in hot and cold cognitive
conditions using the two flanker paradigms (Eriksen & Eriksen, 1974). As in the previous study,
in this research we used letters in the non-affective condition and emotional faces in the affective
condition and measured three different event-related potentials: the response-locked errorrelated negativity (ERN), and correct-related negativity (CRN); and the stimulus-locked N2
component. As explained in more detail below, all three of these components have been used as
neural correlates of self-regulation.
ERP biomarkers of self-regulation
The ERN is elicited when a person thinks they made an error (Falkenstein, Hoormann,
Christ, & Hohnsbein, 2000; Gehring, Goss, Coles, Meyer, & Donchin, 1993; Herrmann,
Römmler, Ehlis, Heidrich, & Fallgatter, 2004; Holroyd & Coles, 2002; Ladouceur, Dahl, &
Carter, 2004; Ladouceur et al., 2007; Santesso & Segalowitz, 2008), regardless of whether they
actually made an error (Hajcak, Moser, Yeung, & Simons, 2005; Nieuwenhuis, Ridderinkhof,
Blom, Band, & Kok, 2001). Researchers have suggested the ERN may reflect a general
response-monitoring system (Bernstein, Scheffers, & Coles, 1995; Falkenstein, Hohnsbein,
Hoormann, & Blanke, 1991); conflict from co-activation of both correct and error responses
(Carter, Braver, Barch, Botvinick, Noll, & Cohen, 1998); or affective response and motivational
factors (Hajcak, McDonald, & Simons, 2003b; Luu, Collins, & Tucker, 2000; Pailing &
Segalowitz, 2004). The ACC has been shown to be the generator of the ERN (Dehaene, Posner,
& Tucker, 1994; Gehring, Himle, & Nisenson, 2000; Holroyd & Coles, 2002; Van Veen &
Carter, 2002) and mesencephalic dopamine has been implicated in the error processing system
and reinforcement learning (Holroyd & Coles, 2002). It has been suggested that the ERN is
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generated by phasic decreases in dopamine in the basal ganglia which disinhibits neurons in the
ACC; thus, the ERN is modulated by changes in dopamine levels (Eppinger, Kray, Mock, &
Mecklinger, 2008; Holroyd & Coles, 2002; Nieuwenhuis, Holroyd, Mol, & Coles, 2004). The
ACC then conveys information to the prefrontal cortex and other parts of the brain, which in turn
modulate cognitive control and modify future behavior, such as in reinforcement learning
(Botvinick, Cohen, & Carter, 2004). Additionally, the ACC is thought to be important in
cognitive control of empathy, emotional responses, and reward anticipation (Bush, Luu, &
Posner, 2000; Gehring & Willoughby, 2002; Ochsner, Hughes, Robertson, Cooper, & Gabrieli,
2009; Van Veen & Carter, 2002). The ERN has been shown to be correlated with behavior
modulation, in particular post-error slowing (PES; slower reaction times on correct trials
following errors) (Gehring & Willoughby, 2002; Hogan et al., 2005; Ladouceur et al., 2007).
The CRN is thought to be elicited by conflict involved with a correct response
(Botvinick, Braver, Barch, Carter, & Cohen, 2001; Friedman, Nessler, Cycowicz, & Horton,
2009; Gehring & Willoughby, 2002; Holroyd & Coles, 2002); and is thought to reflect the
evaluation of stimulus-related conflict between congruent and incongruent trials on both letter
(Bartholow et al., 2005; Ridderinkhof, Ullsperger, Crone, & Nieuwenhuis, 2004) and face
flanker tasks (Moser, Huppert, Duval, & Simons, 2008). The CRN is similar to the ERN in
timing, morphology, and topography (Vidal et al., 2000). Indeed, like the ERN, Bartholow et al.,
found when there were more incongruent than congruent trials in a letter flanker task, there was
no congruency effect for the CRN (Bartholow et al., 2005). The CRN has been associated with
response uncertainty (Scheffers & Coles, 2000), in that the CRN and ERN vary inversely with
task difficulty and participant ratings of uncertainty (Hajcak et al., 2005; Hogan et al., 2005;
Pailing & Segalowitz, 2004)—more negative CRNs have been associated with successful
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management of increased conflict, whether response or stimulus generated (Friedman et al.,
2009). Additionally, some functional differences may exist between the CRN and ERN, for
example Hajcak et al. (2005) showed that manipulating the monetary significance in a flanker
task elicited more negative ERNs on higher stakes trials than lower stakes, but the manipulation
had no effect on the CRN. This suggests that the CRN is less likely to be influenced by affective
processes than the ERN.
Recently, literature has emerged that suggests the stimulus-related anterior N2 is also
associated with cognitive control (Botvinick et al., 2001; Folstein & Van Petten, 2008; Lamm &
Lewis, 2010; Ridderinkhof et al., 2004) and/or stimulus evaluation and conflict monitoring
(Folstein & Van Petten, 2008; Gehring et al., 1993; Nieuwenhuis, Yeung, Van Den Wildenberg,
& Ridderinkhof, 2003) (as opposed to novelty or mismatch detection) (Folstein & Van Petten,
2008). In studies of cognitive control, the N2 is traditionally associated with response inhibition
because it is more negative for no-go compared to go trials in go/no-go tasks (Falkenstein,
Hoormann, & Hohnsbein, 1999; Lamm & Lewis, 2010; Lamm et al., 2006), and shows a
frontocentral scalp distribution similar to the ERN, which has been source localized to the ACC
(Bartholow et al., 2005; Coles et al., 2001; Gehring & Willoughby, 2002; Van Veen & Carter,
2002; Yeung et al., 2004). Additionally, more recent evidence shows that the N2 may be
associated specifically with conflict monitoring (Folstein & Van Petten, 2008; Ladouceur et al.,
2007). Studies that measured N2 using flanker tasks in adults have generally shown that
incongruent flankers elicit increased negativity of the N2 compared with congruent flankers
(Bartholow et al., 2005; Kopp, Rist, & Mattler, 1996; Yeung et al., 2004); but other studies have
reported no effect of congruency on N2 amplitudes (Franken, van Strien, & Kuijpers, 2010;
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Luijten, van Meel, & Franken, 2011). Additionally, N2 amplitude was shown to be relatively
insensitive to congruency probability (Bartholow et al., 2005; Folstein & Van Petten, 2008).
There were relatively few ERP studies using the face flanker task and none with an
adolescent group. In the studies reviewed here, increased N2 amplitudes appear to be associated
with increased attention to a stimulus. For example, when Liu, Xiao, and Shi (2013), used a
flanker task with happy, sad and neutral target faces and included “non-affective flankers” which
were scrambled patterns of grayscale blocks, among participants aged between 21–31 years they
did not find a main effect of congruency for N2 amplitudes. However, they showed the valence
of the target interacted with congruency; more negative N2s were elicited when happy face
targets were flanked by sad faces than when happy face targets were flanked by happy faces or
by scrambled block flankers. Others have shown attention is captured by negative flankers
(Fenske & Eastwood, 2003; Grose-Fifer et al., 2013), therefore it is possible that more attention
was needed on trials with sad flanker faces than with other flanking stimuli and this produced the
increase in N2 amplitude. Moser et al. (2008) examined the effects of threatening and reassuring
faces in a flanker paradigm in college-aged participants, and also found no overall main effect of
congruency on the N2. However, threatening face targets in general elicited more negative N2s
than reassuring face targets. Dickter and Bartholow (2010), utilized the N2 in a face flanker
paradigm to study in-group and out-group differences among 18–25-year-old Caucasian
participants, thus Caucasian face stimuli belonged to the in-group and Black face stimuli
belonged to the outgroup. The congruency ratio varied across three tasks, one task favoring
congruent trials, another with equal numbers of congruent and incongruent trials, and one
favoring incongruent trials. In-group targets elicited more negative N2s than outgroup targets.
There was also a congruency by expectancy effect for the in-group targets only. The congruency
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effect, seen as more negative N2s on incongruent than congruent trials, was only present when
the ratio of congruent to incongruent trials was high. The authors interpreted these findings as a
preferential increase in attention to in-group faces, in-group targets increased sensitivity to
conflict and probability of conflict while outgroup faces showed no sensitivity bias (Dickter &
Bartholow, 2010). These studies indicate that the N2 may be sensitive to both conflict and
emotion and increased attention may play a role in eliciting more negative N2s.
Studies that used source localization have shown that the ERN, CRN (Dehaene et al.,
1994; Falkenstein et al., 1991; Herrmann et al., 2004; Van Veen & Carter, 2002), and N2
(Kiefer, Marzinzik, Weisbrod, Scherg, & Spitzer, 1998; Ladouceur et al., 2007; Lavric,
Pizzagalli, & Forstmeier, 2004) have neural generators primarily in the ACC in the medial
prefrontal cortex. There is considerable ERP evidence (summarized below) as well as
neuroimaging evidence to suggest the ACC is still maturing during adolescence (Adleman,
Menon, Blasey, White, Warsofsky, Glover, & Reiss, 2002; Casey et al., 2008; Davies et al.,
2004; Ladouceur et al., 2007; Luna et al., 2010; Monk et al., 2003; Somerville et al., 2011; Van
Leijenhorst et al., 2010; Velanova et al., 2008). ACC immaturity, has been linked with increased
likelihood of risk-taking behaviors in human (Padmanabhan & Luna, 2014; Velanova et al.,
2008) and animal models have shown an increase in novelty (Douglas et al., 2003) and peer
interactions (Varlinskaya & Spear, 2008) in behavioral studies with that corresponds to changes
in ACC (Robinson et al., 2011) in adolescent rats.
ERN and CRN in adolescents. A handful of developmental electrophysiological studies
have examined the ERN and CRN in typically developing adolescents (Davies et al., 2004;
Hogan et al., 2005; Ladouceur et al., 2004, 2007; Santesso & Segalowitz, 2008; Wiersema, van
der Meere, & Roeyers, 2007). As described in more detail below, studies that used relatively
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simple tasks that produced relatively low error rates showed the ERN is adult-like by 15–16
years of age (Hogan et al., 2005; Ladouceur et al., 2007; Wiersema et al., 2007). However,
studies that used more complex stimuli, likely to produce greater conflict, like a flanker task with
letters compared to arrows, showed the ERNs were still maturing in adolescents who are 16
years of age (Davies et al., 2004; Hogan et al., 2005; Santesso & Segalowitz, 2008). Several
studies demonstrated that the CRN matures faster than the ERN across development (Hogan et
al., 2005; Santesso & Segalowitz, 2008), and in a cross-sectional study, Davies et al. (2004)
reported a steep decrease in CRN amplitude from 9 to 16 years, then a smaller decrease between
16 and 18 years.
Ladouceur et al. (2004) conducted a study with a small sample (N = 11) of early (M =
12.20 years) and late (M = 15.83 years) adolescents with an arrow flanker task and demonstrated
that the ERN was more negative in late than early adolescents. In a follow-up study with the
same task and a larger sample (N = 46), which also included an adult group (M = 28.74 years),
the ERN was found to be more negative in the late adolescent (M = 16.53 years) and adult
groups compared with the early adolescent group (M = 12.36 years), with no significant
differences between adults and the older adolescents (Ladouceur et al., 2007). Additionally, for
the youngest group, no difference was found in the amplitude for the ERN and CRN, which
suggested that these participants also experienced considerable conflict even in trials where they
made correct responses. In both studies, younger adolescents demonstrated slower RTs and made
more errors than older adolescents and adults, however, PES was similar across all age groups
(Ladouceur et al., 2004, 2007). The authors interpreted their results to imply that the ACC and
effective error-monitoring was still maturing during adolescence (Ladouceur et al., 2007).
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In an arguably more challenging letter flanker task, Davies et al. (2004) found children
(7-18 years) made more errors than adults (19-25 years), but they did not find the interference
effect varied with age (although it should be noted that they used slower stimulus presentation
rates for the younger groups). In contrast to the findings of Ladouceur and colleagues
(Ladouceur et al., 2004, 2007), the ERN was more negative than the CRN for all participants,
including the youngest children (7 years), which suggested there was relatively low conflict in
the correct trials. This difference between studies may be due to the fact that Davies et al. (2004)
titrated performance and so the younger children may have been more confident in their correct
responses compared to those in the study by Ladouceur et al. (2004). Additionally, Davies et al.
(2004) found that the ERN amplitude followed a quadratic function with age with an increase
between 7–10 years, a decrease in amplitude between 10–13 years, and then another increase
through late adolescence (17 years). The authors interpreted the findings as support that the ERN
and therefore the ACC was still developing in adolescence (Davies et al., 2004). Santesso and
Segalowitz (2008) showed that middle adolescents (15–16 years) had less negative ERNs than
late adolescents (18–20 years) on both a letter flanker and a go/no-go task. The behavioral
performance on the flanker task was comparable across groups, however, there were participants
in general made more errors in the go/no-go task, and the younger group made significantly more
errors than the older group. The authors interpreted these findings to imply the go/no-go task was
more difficult (Santesso & Segalowitz, 2008). Therefore, the authors suggested the ERN
reflected a generic action monitoring system and was not sensitive to task demands (Santesso &
Segalowitz, 2008). Wiersema et al. (2007) also found the ERN was more negative in adults (M =
23.7 years) than in adolescents (M = 13.7 years) and children (M = 7.9 years) in a masked go/no-
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go paradigm, and although adolescents made more errors than adults, there were no differences
in PES between groups.
In contrast to Santesso and Segalowitz (2008), Hogan et al. (2005) found increased task
difficulty elucidated significant age-related differences in the ERN between adolescents (M = 15
years) and adults (M = 20.1 years). In their simple, two choice task, participants were only
required to make congruent responses. For example, if arrows pointed to the right, then
participants pressed the right mouse button. However, in a more complex four choice task,
participants made both congruent and incongruent responses (Hogan et al., 2005). Error rates
were comparable across groups, although adults corrected more errors than adolescents in the
complex task. There was no difference in ERN amplitude for adults between the simple and
complex tasks. However, adolescents had less negative ERNs on the complex task than on the
very simple task and there was no difference between ERN and CRN amplitudes in adolescents
in the complex task (Hogan et al., 2005). These results suggested that ERN differences shown
between adults and adolescents (Davies et al., 2004; Ladouceur et al., 2007; Santesso &
Segalowitz, 2008; Wiersema et al., 2007) may only be discernible when the stimuli produce
considerable conflict (Hogan et al., 2005), but are lacking with when the task is sufficiently
simple.
N2 in adolescents. Developmentally, paradigms using go/no-go tasks generally have
shown the N2 becomes less negative with age from childhood (Johnstone, Pleffer, Barry, Clarke,
& Smith, 2005; Jonkman, Lansbergen, & Stauder, 2003; Lewis, Lamm, Segalowitz, Stieben, &
Zelazo, 2006b) to adulthood (Johnstone et al., 2005; Jonkman et al., 2003); and similar to adults
no-go trials elicit more negative N2s than go trials (Johnstone et al., 2005; Jonkman et al., 2003).
This phenomenon has been partially explained by anatomical changes associated with
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development such as cortical thinning and increased skull thickness (Giedd, 2004; Gogtay et al.,
2004). In addition, less negative N2s are associated with better behavioral performance (Lamm
et al., 2006), and children produce more posterior N2s than adults suggesting that they recruit
different cortical areas (Jonkman, 2006; Lewis et al., 2006b).
The N2 (measured at FCz) elicited to incongruent trials in an arrow flanker task, was
found to be less negative with increased age, in a sample of 9–13-year-old participants
(Henderson, 2010). There were no age-related differences in accuracy, however, the duration of
the stimuli and the response window was lengthened for participants who made more than 8
errors in the initial testing phase. The authors also reported that incongruent trials elicited more
negative N2s than congruent trials, which is a common finding reported in adults. In contrast,
Ladouceur et al., who used a similar arrow flanker paradigm in a pilot study and a follow-up
study with an increased sample, reported the N2 was absent in early adolescents (M = 12.36
years) (Ladouceur et al., 2004, 2007), but there were no differences in N2 amplitude between
late (M = 16.53 years) adolescents and adults (M = 28.74 years) (Ladouceur et al., 2007). The
authors suggested the N2 may be sensitive to paradigm and age-group differences across studies.
However, in Figure 2 of the Ladouceur et al. (2007) report, it is plausible that the P3 obscures the
N2 in the youngest group at the measured electrode (Cz). Furthermore, in tandem with most
developmental N2 studies, the N2 appears to be present and relatively unobscured in all three
groups at Fz, and seems to follow the commonly reported decreasing amplitude trajectory.
Additionally, increases in N2 amplitude were seen when adding a hot component to a
go/no-go task in a group of 5–16-year-olds. (Lewis, Granic, & Lamm, 2006a). In this task,
difficulty was increased so that participants lost all points accumulated toward an expected prize.
The same paradigm was used in a second study that showed that emotion increased N2
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amplitudes for 13–16-year-olds but not school-aged children (5–12 years) (Lewis et al., 2006b).
However, when a similar paradigm was used in a 7–14 year-olds, they did not find N2 increases
with emotion(Lamm & Lewis, 2010). They attributed this to the fact that they did not include
15–16 year olds in their sample (Lamm & Lewis, 2010).
Age-related differences in post-error slowing on flanker tasks. Task and stimulus
complexity may also play a role in whether studies have reported age-related differences in PES
on flanker tasks. In a simple two-choice task, which only required congruent responses, (Hogan
et al., 2005) demonstrated adolescents and adults did not differ in PES. However, in their more
complex 4 choice condition with incongruent stimulus/response mapping, age was positively
correlated with PES (Hogan et al., 2005). Similarly, others have reported no PES differences
between adults and adolescents when an arrow flanker task was used (Ladouceur et al., 2007) or
in a masked go/no-go task with low error rates (Wiersema et al., 2007). However, whether or not
PES was correlated with age, may also depend on the size of the sample. For example, when a
large sample of adolescent males were tested using the letter flanker task, younger adolescents (n
= 35; 15–16-year-old males) showed less PES than the young adult group (n = 39; 18–20-yearold males) (Santesso & Segalowitz, 2008) but when a similar letter task was used in another
study (Davies et al., 2004), with a smaller numbers of participants in each age group (as few as 6
participants in 16- and 17-year-old age groups), no age related differences in PES were found.
ERN as a predictor of self-monitoring. For the ERN to be a good biomarker of
cognitive control, then its amplitude should also be correlated with modulations in selfregulating behavior, such as PES, and personality traits associated with risk-taking. Some studies
in adults have found that ERN amplitude predicts PES, such that more negative ERNs are related
to greater PES (Gehring et al., 1993; Ladouceur et al., 2007) but other studies have not found
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such a relationship (Gehring & Fencsik, 2001; Hajcak et al., 2003b). When extended to
adolescents, the relationship between ERN and PES is also inconsistent. Differential findings
may be partially related, to how PES was calculated. Two studies in adolescents calculated PES
by subtracting the average RT for correct trials following correct trials from the average correct
RT of correct trials following error trials and demonstrated no correlation between ERN
amplitude and PES (Santesso & Segalowitz, 2008; Wiersema et al., 2007).
In contrast, Ladouceur et al. (2007) demonstrated that PES was positively correlated with
ERN amplitude, in that more negative ERN amplitudes were associated with more PES,
however, they used a more nuanced calculation. For each participant, PES was calculated as
correct response RT after correct response subtracted from correct response RT after error and
individual trials were classified as showing PES or not, based on whether the RT for the trial fell
above or below the median PES (Ladouceur et al., 2007).
ERNs have been shown to predict risk-taking behaviors and sensation-seeking in adults
and adolescents. In a study that examined 18–19-year-old adolescent males (M = 18.52 years),
ERN amplitudes elicited in a traditional letter flanker task were found to be negatively correlated
with behavioral measures of risk propensity (Santesso & Segalowitz, 2009). Risk propensity was
a composite score of risk-taking, sensation-seeking and sensitivity to reward and higher scores
on the composite measure were associated with less negative ERNs. The authors interpreted the
findings as evidence that in part the ERN was sensitive to affective and motivational factors as
opposed to simply measuring a cognitive or motor process (Santesso & Segalowitz, 2009).
ERNs have been shown to be more negative in individuals who show increased selfmonitoring such as those with obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) (Gehring et al., 2000). In a
study with a modified Stroop task, adult participants (M = 39.6 years) with OCD were compared
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with education and age-matched typically developing participants (M = 40.2 years) and results
showed participants with OCD had more negative ERNs than controls. Additionally, participants
with increased symptom severity produced more negative ERNs (Gehring et al., 2000). The
authors interpreted the findings as evidence the ERN was a good measure of medial frontal error
processing (Gehring et al., 2000). Hajcak, McDonald, and Simons (2003a) used the same
paradigm as Gehring et al. (2000) in three groups of undergraduate participants who were
typically developing, worriers, and phobic (mean age not reported). The ERN was found to be
more negative for participants who scored higher on the Penn State Worry Questionnaire
(worriers), but was not related to scores on the combined version of the Snake and Spider
Anxiety questionnaire (phobic), (Hajcak et al., 2003a). The authors interpreted the findings as
extending previous findings with patients with OCD (Gehring et al., 2000) and demonstrated that
ERN amplitudes are enhanced, specifically, for people who worry excessively, but this did not
extend to other anxiety disorders, such as phobias (Hajcak et al., 2003a).
Current study
As reviewed above, self-regulation on many traditional “cold” cognitive control tasks
has been demonstrated to be adult-like by about 15 years old (Davies et al., 2004; Grose-Fifer et
al., 2013; Hogan et al., 2005; Ladouceur et al., 2007; Luna et al., 2010; Van Leijenhorst et al.,
2010). However, in adolescents, performance on hot cognitive control tasks drops with the use of
emotional faces (Grose-Fifer et al., 2013; Hare et al., 2008; Somerville et al., 2011; Tottenham,
Tanaka, Leon, McCarry, Nurse, Hare, Marcus, Westerlund, Casey, & Nelson, 2009), increased
task complexity (Hogan et al., 2005), increased motivation (Luna et al., 2010; Padmanabhan et
al., 2011; van Duijvenvoorde et al., 2014; Van Leijenhorst et al., 2010) or peer presence (Chein
et al., 2011; Gardner & Steinberg, 2005; Segalowitz et al., 2012). Only a few studies have
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explored the development of EF using both hot and cold tasks in adolescents (Chein et al., 2011;
Figner et al., 2009; Gardner & Steinberg, 2005; Grose-Fifer et al., 2013; Hooper et al., 2004;
Lamm et al., 2006; Prencipe et al., 2011; van Duijvenvoorde et al., 2010). However, results may
be confounded by differences in task requirements across conditions (Hooper et al., 2004; Lamm
et al., 2006; Prencipe et al., 2011), the used of different samples for the two tasks (Prencipe et al.,
2011), or lacked an adult comparison (Hooper et al., 2004; Lamm et al., 2006; van
Duijvenvoorde et al., 2010).
The current study was designed to help fill an existing gap in the developmental literature
by investigating EF in hot and cold conditions in adolescents (15–17 years) and adults (25–35
years) using two variants of the same type of task viz., a flanker paradigm (Eriksen & Eriksen,
1974) in the same sample. We used letter stimuli in the cold task and emotional (happy and
fearful) faces in the hot task and the stimuli were very similar to those used by (Grose-Fifer et
al., 2013) in a behavioral investigation of hot and cold cognition in adolescents. We chose happy
and fearful faces because they are relatively easy for adolescents to differentiate between
(Kadosh, Johnson, Dick, Kadosh, & Blakemore, 2013). Additionally, fearful faces have been
shown to capture attention more effectively than happy faces during adolescence (Grose-Fifer et
al., 2013). With the current study, we expected to replicate the behavioral results from the study
by Grose-Fifer et al. (2013) and extend the investigation by examining the neural correlates of
self-regulation. This study provides valuable information about the developmental trajectory of
neural correlates of self-regulation in adolescents, and attempts to tease apart how emotion
regulation affects decision making on flanker tasks in this population.
Hypotheses. In general, we hypothesized that self-regulation continues to mature
throughout adolescence, but is more prolonged for affective compared to non-affective stimuli.
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The ability to ignore irrelevant stimuli was assessed by two flanker tasks using hot (emotional
faces) and cold (letters) stimuli using reaction time (RT), error rates, and interference effect—the
increase in RT for incongruent compared to congruent stimuli. Research has suggested that
performance on a traditional “cold” flanker task is relatively adult-like by 15 years of age
(Davies et al., 2004; Grose-Fifer et al., 2013; Hogan et al., 2005; Klein, 2001; Ladouceur et al.,
2007; Luna et al., 2004; Velanova et al., 2008), however, a previous study by Grose-Fifer et al.
(2013) found that flanking fearful face stimuli were harder for adolescents than adults to ignore.
Therefore, we predicted error rates and interference effects would be comparable across age
groups for the non-affective stimuli, but error rates and interference effects on the affective task
would be larger for adolescents compared to adults. Additionally, we predicted error rates and
the interference effects for fearful face flankers will be larger for adolescents compared to adults,
replicating the results of previous work.
Second, we used three ERPs, the ERN, CRN, and N2, as neural correlates of selfregulation. These components have been posited to measure error monitoring (ERN) (Bernstein
et al., 1995; Falkenstein et al., 1991); the effect required to produce successful conflict
management (CRN) (Botvinick et al., 2001; Friedman et al., 2009; Gehring & Willoughby, 2002;
Holroyd & Coles, 2002) and conflict monitoring (N2) (Folstein & Van Petten, 2008). We
hypothesized the ERN would be less negative in adolescents than adults in both affective and
non-affective conditions, but would be disproportionately less negative in the affective condition.
The CRN, was expected to be more negative in amplitude for adolescents than adults.
Additionally, the stimulus-related N2 was expected to be more negative on incongruent than
congruent trials and was expected to be more negative in adolescents compared to adults,
especially for the affective condition.
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The third set of hypothesis was that less negative ERNs would be associated with poorer
self-regulation as evidenced by greater interference effects and more errors. The fourth and final
hypothesis related to cognitive flexibility. Cognitive flexibility on the flanker task was expected
to be indexed by post-error slowing (PES) and the Gratton (sequential congruency) effect
(Gratton, Coles, & Donchin, 1992). To our knowledge, the ability to adapt to congruency
(Gratton effect), has not been assessed in adolescents. However, in adults, the Gratton effect is
manifested by a faster correct response to an incongruent trial (S2=Incongruent) when it follows
a correct response to an incongruent trial (S1=incongruent), compared to a congruent trial
(S1=congruent). We hypothesized adolescents would show less cognitive flexibility than adults,
manifested as less PES and smaller Gratton effect (especially in the affective condition) and less
negative ERNs would predict reduced PES across age; and more negative CRNs would be
associated with smaller Gratton effects in both age groups.
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Chapter 2: Study 1 Methods
Participants
A total of 35 adults (M = 29.27 years, SD = 3.24, range = 25.08–34.92 years) and 30
adolescents (M = 17.09 years, SD = 2.07, range = 14.92–17.92 years) were recruited and met
inclusion criteria—which were right-handedness assessed by the Edinburgh Handedness
inventory (Oldfield, 1971); normal or corrected normal vision; and no self-reported history of
psychiatric or neurological disorders. Written informed consent was obtained for all adult
participants. Written assent was obtained for participants under the age of 18 years along with
written informed consent from a parent or guardian. Eleven adults and 8 adolescents were
excluded based on criteria outlined in the event-related potential section of this chapter. These
criteria were applied to ensure there were enough trials per participant and condition; and that
there were clean, measureable ERNs. The final sample consisted of 18 adults (M = 29.16 years;
SD = 3.03; range = 25.00–35.00 years; 7 males) and 18 adolescents (M = 16.36 years; SD = 1.74;
range = 15.25–17.92 years; 5 males). This sample size was comparable to other developmental
studies that have used ERPs (Hogan et al., 2005; Ladouceur et al., 2007; Wiersema et al., 2007)
and an a priori power analysis using G-Power (Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, & Buchner, 2007), for a
repeated measures MANOVA interaction between Age-Group and Target with an alpha of .05,
power of .8, and Cohen’s d effect size of .6 (which was estimated using partial eta squared values
from pilot data) confirmed that a minimum of 18 participants were needed in each group.
Therefore, the study should be adequately powered.
The age ranges of the two groups was chosen based on the following rationale. For the
adult sample, the lower age limit was 25 years, as both behavioral and neuroimaging evidence
indicate areas of cortex, such as prefrontal cortex (PFC), develop up to at least this age (Giedd,
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2004; Mills et al., 2014; Reyna & Farley, 2006; Sowell et al., 2003; Tanner & Arnett, 2009).
The upper limit of 35 years was based on evidence of volumetric and functional age-related
developmental changes beyond this (Hedden & Gabrieli, 2004; Sowell et al., 2003).
Although the time-frame of adolescence is not well defined, two pieces of evidence
informed the 15–17 year-old adolescent age range for this sample. First, by 15 years, adolescents
have shown rational, adult-like, cognitive-based skills on traditional “cool” tasks with no
emotional component (Davies et al., 2004; Ladouceur et al., 2004, 2007; Luna et al., 2004).
However, compromised performance was shown to emerge when motivationally significant or
emotional factors were added to paradigms (Albert et al., 2013; Chein et al., 2011; Grose-Fifer et
al., 2013; Hare et al., 2008; Hooper et al., 2004; Lamm et al., 2006; Prencipe et al., 2011; Van
Leijenhorst et al., 2010). The natural disjunction in performance provided the rationale to include
15-year-olds as the lower age-range limit for participants. Second, we limited the age range of
the participants because evidence has shown that maturation of key brain areas such as the
amygdala (Eiland & Romeo, 2013; Spear, 2000; Wahlstrom, Collins, White, & Luciana, 2010)
and prefrontal cortex (Crone & Ridderinkhof, 2011; Gogtay et al., 2004; Urošević et al., 2014);
as well as pubertal status (Blanton, Cooney, Joormann, Eugène, Glover, & Gotlib, 2012; Giedd
et al., 2006; Goddings et al., 2014; Urošević et al., 2014; van Duijvenvoorde et al., 2014) vary
widely with age.
Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval was granted through the Human Research
Protection Program at the City University of New York for two larger studies under which these
dissertation studies were conducted. The majority of participants were recruited in two ways.
The first way was through the Research Experience Program (REP) (a participant recruitment
system for psychology students at John Jay College of Criminal Justice), and they were
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compensated with partial credit toward their grade. Second, participants were recruited through
targeted internet classified advertisements on Craigslist.com, and were compensated with $25
upon completion of the study. In addition, a “snowball” sampling strategy was used, as
adolescents were difficult to recruit. This strategy recruited through a participant who had
already completed the research study. The recruiter was offered $5 per successful recruit and the
recruited participant was paid $25 for participation.
Procedures
Participants performed a traditional letter flanker task (Eriksen & Eriksen, 1974), and an
emotional face flanker task (Grose-Fifer et al., 2013); while EEGs were recorded. For both tasks,
participants were asked to quickly and accurately identify the central stimulus (target) in a set of
horizontally presented stimuli by an appropriate mouse button press; in addition, stimuli were
presented in rapid succession—which necessitated rapid responses. Mouse button assignment
and task order were counter-balanced across participants. For both tasks, participants were
presented with 18 randomized practice trials prior to the experiment and upon completion, were
asked if they would like additional practice. If participants wanted additional practice, the 18
trials were repeated once, after which the experiment began. Stimuli were presented and
behavioral responses recorded with E-Prime 2.0 software (Psychology Software Tools Inc.,
Pittsburgh, PA) on a Dell 1908 with a Flat Panel LCD monitor. The experiment took
approximately two hours to complete.
Letter task. Participants identified the central target in two conditions: congruent, when
all letters are identical (HHHHH or SSSSS); and incongruent, when the target was flanked by
different letters (HHSHH or SSHSS). The letters were light gray on a dark gray background. The
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total number of congruent trials was 160 of 480 and the total number of trials were divided
evenly into four blocks.
Face task. Participants identified the emotion of a central face as happy or fearful in four
conditions: happy congruent, happy incongruent, fearful congruent, and fearful incongruent. In
the congruent conditions, the target face was flanked by faces of the same person with the same
emotional expression. For the incongruent conditions, the target face was flanked by faces of the
same person with the other emotional expression. For example, a happy face was flanked by
fearful faces. The face stimuli were selected from the NimStim image set, (Tottenham et al.,
2009) and consisted of photos of eighteen ethnically diverse people (9 female) with both happy
and fearful facial expressions (total number of faces = 36). Six additional photographs were used
for the practice trials. From the original color photos, the hair was cropped out so each face was
an oval, the color scheme was changed to grayscale and luminance and contrast were balanced
across photos. Within a trial, the same person’s face was used for both target and flankers and
was presented in a tight spatial configuration to increase the likelihood of interference by the
distracters (flankers). The total number of congruent trials was 320 out of 960 trials and the total
number of trials were divided equally into eight blocks.
Across tasks, the dark grey background, visual angle of the stimulus set, number of trials
per block, number of congruent trials per block, and the time within and between trials were the
same. The visual angle of the stimuli was 2.3 (h) x 8 (w) degrees at a distance of 65 cm. In each
task, the number of congruent trials was one-third of the total number of trials, with 40 congruent
trials per block. Each trial began with a central fixation cross (500 ms), immediately followed by
the stimulus (200 ms). The inter-trial interval was randomly jittered between 1100–1300 ms.
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EEG recording. The electroencephalogram (EEG) was recorded with an elasticized 64channel Quikcap electrode cap (Compumedics Inc., Charlotte, NC, USA), from 62 sintered
silver/silver-chloride electrodes at standard scalp locations based on the International 10:20
system (Jasper, 1958) and referenced to a midline central electrode. Electrode impedance was
maintained below 5k. Continuous EEG data was recorded with a bandpass of 0.1–1000 Hz
and digitized at 1000 Hz with a NeuroscanSynamps RT amplifier and Neuroscan SCAN 4.4
acquisition software (Compumedics Inc., Charlotte, NC, USA).
Data Analysis
Error rates and reaction time. For each condition and participant, reaction time (RT)
and error rates (percentage of errors) were recorded in the letter and face task. For each task and
participant, trials were excluded if the RT fell outside 2.5 standard deviations of the mean. A
participant was excluded from further analysis if there were less than 5 trials per task. Because
error rates were not normally distributed, the scores were log transformed for analysis, but
untransformed means and standard deviations were reported here for ease of interpretation. Error
rates and RTs were entered into two mixed-model ANOVAs 2 x 2 and 2 x 2 x 2 for the letter and
face task respectively. The between-groups factor was Age-Group (adolescents, adults), and the
within-groups factors were Congruency (congruent, incongruent) for both tasks, with the
addition of Target (happy, fearful) for the face task only. Additionally, mixed-model ANOVAs
examining behavioral responses across task were conducted with between-subjects factor of
Age-Group, and within-subjects factors of Congruency, and Task (letters, faces). For the latter
ANOVA, to ensure adequate power to test for an interaction between Age-Group and Task, only
the responses for happy face targets were included for the face task. Happy targets were chosen
over fearful targets as these have been shown to be more effective in capturing attention (Fenske
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& Eastwood, 2003; Grose-Fifer et al., 2013) and so are more appropriate for measuring selfregulation.
Post-error slowing. Post-error slowing (PES) was calculated to assess the degree to
which participants slowed their correct responses after error commission and may be an index of
cognitive flexibility. It occurs when a participant slows their correct response after an error when
compared to after a correct response. For each participant, in each condition, reaction times to
correct responses were indexed by the previous response, i.e., correct or incorrect. The responses
were averaged and post-correct responses were subtracted from post-error. If the result was
positive, then on average, PES occurred for that participant. These results were entered into two
mixed-model ANOVAs: 2 x 2 and 2 x 2 x 2 for the letter and face task, respectively. The factors
were Congruency, and Age-Group; and additionally Target for the face task.
Gratton effect. The effect of sequential congruency (which may be an index of cognitive
flexibility) was assessed using sequential correct responses (Gratton et al., 1992). S2 was
indexed on S1 for a total of four S2 indices (s1S2): (congruent-congruent (cC), congruentincongruent (cI), incongruent-congruent (iC), incongruent-incongruent (iI)), per target. Then
averages were calculated for each target for each participant. These averages were entered into
ANOVAs: 2 x 2 and 2 x 2 x 2 for letters and faces, respectively for incongruent and congruent
S2 trials separately. The factors were Age-Group, S1 Congruency (congruent, incongruent), and
additionally S2 Target for the face task. For the Gratton effect to occur, a significant main effect
of S1 congruency had to be present. Additionally, the a priori hypothesis was that cC would be
faster than iC and iI would be faster than cI.
Event-related potentials. ERP data were analyzed with ERPLab version 4.0 toolbox
(Lopez-Calderon & Luck, 2014) written for use with MATLAB (R2013b, The MathWorks Inc.,
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Natick, MA, 2000). Epochs were 1000 ms: for the ERN and CRN—400 ms before and 600 ms
after the mouse button press; for the N2—200 ms before and 800 ms after stimulus onset. These
data were re-referenced to the average of the mastoid electrodes (M1 and M2). The epochs were
bandpass filtered with a 1-30 Hz (12 dB roll-off) IIR-Butterworth filter with baseline correction
from -400 to -200 ms for response-related ERPs and -200–0 ms for stimulus-related ERPs. For
each participant, noisy electrode sites were interpolated with the closest 3 or 4 electrodes—no
electrode of interest needed interpolation. Epochs were rejected using two types of artifact
rejection based on whole epoch analysis. First, epochs were rejected using a voltage threshold of
+/-100 µV. Second, epochs were also rejected using a step-function with a voltage step threshold
of +/- 30 µV and a step window of 400 ms that moved in 10 ms increments. The step-function is
designed to remove artifacts associated with horizontal eye movements (Luck, 2005). These two
types of artifact rejection were computed in 12 fronto-central electrodes (F3, F1, Fz, F2, F4,
FC3, FC1, FCz, FC2, FC4, C3, C1, Cz, C2, C4), as artifacts in this region would present a
serious confound. Additionally, epochs were removed if they corresponded with behavioral
response RTs greater than 2.5 standard deviations of the mean for each task, which averaged less
than 5 epochs per task per participant. To ensure sufficient numbers of epochs per condition and
participant, exclusion criteria were: 1) less than 5 trials per condition, 2) excessive noise in the
baseline of the processed epochs, and 3) no measurable ERN. For each participant, average
waveforms were calculated with epochs associated with correct responses (CRN) and incorrect
responses (ERN), and for stimuli (N2) when the following behavioral response was correct, for
each Age-Group and each condition.
Mean amplitude was used to assess differences across age groups and conditions. To
determine the general time window for measurement, grand averages were calculated across
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groups for each ERP type. For each ERP type, mean amplitudes were calculated for each
participant as follows: ERN 20–80 ms; CRN -5–30 ms; N2 and 320–380 ms. These time
windows were chosen after visual inspection of the grand means across groups and were also
used to generate voltage headmaps. The ERN, CRN, and N2 were examined separately to assess
differences in amplitude across the head and to determine where the ERP was largest for use in
further analyses—using mixed-model ANOVAs for each task: 2 x 2 x 5 for the letter task and 2
x 2 x 2 x 5 for the face task. The factors were Age-Group, Congruency and Electrode (Fz, FCz,
Cz, CPz, and Pz), and Target for the face task. Using the electrode with the most negative
amplitude, differences in amplitude were assessed using similar ANOVAs as the behavioral
analyses.
ERP amplitude as a predictor of behavior. Pearson’s correlations for ERN amplitude
and error rates were conducted for each condition. Additionally, Pearson’s correlations were also
calculated with ERN amplitude and PES for each condition. These correlations were calculated
to test for relationships between neural measures (ERN) and behavior. Gratton effect was not
shown, so Pearson’s correlations for CRN amplitude and Gratton effect were not conducted.
Additional notes for analyses. For all analyses, a Greenhouse-Geisser correction for
violations of sphericity was applied when appropriate. Uncorrected degrees of freedom and
corrected p-values were reported for simplicity. To correct p-values in multiple comparisons for
false discovery rate (FDR), Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) algorithm was used.
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Chapter 3: Study 1 Results
Behavioral Task
Error rates and reaction time. Table 1 contains the summary of mean percent errors
(%) and mean reaction time (RT) (ms) for the letter and face task, Table 2 summarizes the
interference effect, Tables 3 and 4 contain the mean PES and the congruency-indexed mean
reaction times for the Gratton effect analysis, respectively.
Letter task. Adolescents (M = 12.66 %, SD = 9.32) made marginally more errors than
adults (M = 7.16 %, SD = 5.37), F(1, 34) = 3.44, p = .07, ηp2 = .09; and participants made more
errors to incongruent targets (M = 11.60 %, SD = 9.46) than congruent targets (M = 8.15 %, SD
=5.28), F(1, 34) = 23.72, p < .001, ηp2 = .41. There was no Age-Group by Congruency
interaction (F < 1, p > .1).
For reaction time, there was no significant main effect of Age-Group (F < 1, p > .1), but
there was a significant effect of Congruency, F(1, 34) = 74.62, p < .001, ηp2 = .69. Participants
had faster reaction times to congruent targets (M = 473.09 ms, SD = 73.65) than incongruent
targets (M = 498.81 ms, SD = 75.86). There was also no Age-Group by Congruency interaction
(F < 1, p > .1). Comparing the two groups for differences in interference showed no significant
Age-Group difference, t(34) = .08, p > .1.
For post-error slowing, the means were positive, which indicated reaction times to correct
post-error trials were slower than post-correct, but there were no significant main effects (or
interactions) for Congruency or Age-Group (F < 1, p > .1 For the Gratton effect, there was no
significant effect of S1 congruency (F < 1, p > .1) and no main effect or interactions of AgeGroup (F < 1, p > .1).
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Face task. Adolescents (M = 17.07 %, SD = 14.58) made more errors than adults (M =
13.54 %, SD = 12.38), but this effect was only marginally significant, F(1, 34) = 3.18, p = .08,
ηp2 = .09. There were no significant interactions between Age-Group and the factors of Target or
Congruency (F < 2, p > .1). There was a significant interaction between Target and Congruency,
F(1, 34) = 9.24, p = .005, ηp2 = .21. Follow-up ANOVAs revealed that participants made more
errors to happy incongruent targets (M = 16.28 %, SD = 10.75) compared to happy congruent
targets (M = 14.47 %, SD = 10.35), F(1, 34) = 4.97, p = .03, ηp2 = .13; but there were no
significant differences in accuracy between fearful congruent and incongruent targets (F < 3, p >
.1).
For reaction time, there was no significant effect of Age-Group or interactions with AgeGroup (F < 2, p > .1). Participants had marginally faster RTs to happy (M = 544.66 ms, SD =
78.66) than to fearful (M = 556.40 ms, SD = 84.72) targets, F(1, 34) = 3.86, p = .06, ηp2 = .1.
RTs to congruent targets (M = 545.19 ms, SD = 81.24) were significantly faster than for
incongruent targets (M = 555.88 ms, SD = 78.66), F(1, 34) = 30.99, p < .001, ηp2 = .48. There
was a significant interaction between Target and Congruency, F(1, 34) = 7.98, p < .008, ηp2 =
.19. The following interference effect analysis explored the interaction. Fearful faces produced a
greater interference effect when flanking a happy face target (M = 15.78 ms, SD = 17.98) than
when happy faces flanked by fearful face targets (M = 5.60 ms, SD = 12.92), F(1, 34) = 7.98, p <
.001, ηp2 = .19. Happy congruent targets (M = 536.77 ms, SD = 79.58) elicited faster RTs than
fearful congruent targets (M = 553.60 ms, SD = 85.34), F(1, 34) = 6.31, p = .02, ηp2 = .16; but
there was no significant difference between happy incongruent and fearful incongruent targets (F
< 1, p > .1). There was no significant effect of Age-Group (F < 1, p > .1) or interactions with
Age-Group for the interference effect (F > 2, p > .1).
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Post-error slowing occurred in all conditions (see Table 3) but there were no significant
main effects or interactions between Target, Congruency, or Age-Group (F < 2, p > .1). For the
Gratton effect, there was no significant effect of S1 congruency (F < 2, p > .1) and no main
effect of Age-Group or interactions with this factor (F < 1, p > .1).
Task effects. ANOVAs were conducted to test for age-related effects between tasks. For
error rates, there was a marginally significant effect of Age-Group, F(1, 34) = 3.10, p = .09, ηp2 =
.08; adolescents (M = 14.63 %, SD = 12.01) made marginally more errors than adults (M = 10.86
%, SD = 10.10). There were no significant interactions with Age-Group (p > .1). There was a
significant effect of Task, F(1, 34) = 25.63, p < .001, ηp2 = .43. Letter targets (M = 10.11 %, SD
= 8.51) elicited fewer errors than happy targets (M = 15.38 %, SD = 10.42). There was a
significant effect of Congruency, F(1, 34) = 21.59, p < .001, ηp2 = .37. Congruent targets (M =
11.51 %, SD = 8.35) elicited fewer errors than incongruent targets (M = 13.97 %, SD = 8.98).
There was a significant Target by Congruency interaction, F(1, 34) = 15.27, p < .001, ηp2 = .31.
Incongruent trials (M = 11.67 %, SD = 9.47) elicited disproportionately more errors compared to
congruent trials (M = 8.55 %, SD = 8.03) on the letter task compared to the face task
(incongruent: M = 16.38 %, SD = 10.83; congruent: M = 14.47 %, SD = 10.46).
For reaction time, there was no main effect of Age-Group or any interactions with AgeGroup (p > .2). There was a significant effect of Task, F(1, 34) = 30.37, p < .001, ηp2 = .47.
Letter targets (M = 485.85 ms, SD = 73.94) were responded to faster than happy face targets (M
= 544.96 ms, SD = 78.67). There was a significant effect of Congruency, F(1, 34) = 137.35, p <
.001, ηp2 = .80. Congruent targets (M = 504.93 ms, SD = 67.83) were responded to faster than
incongruent targets (M = 525.68 ms, SD = 71.22). There was a significant interaction between
Task and Congruency, F(1, 34) = 4.20, p < .05, ηp2 = .11. The mean difference in RTs between
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incongruent and congruent targets was smaller for happy face targets (Mdiff = 15.78 ms, SDdiff =
79.17) than letter targets (Mdiff = 25.52 ms, SDdiff = 74.50).
Follow-up analyses. We were surprised by two behavioral findings that did not confirm
hypotheses. First, adolescents made more errors than adults on the letter task; and second,
performance was not disproportionately worse in the happy incongruent condition. These results
contradict previously reported results (Grose-Fifer et al., 2013), from which the hypotheses were
developed. It is possible that ego-depletion (Baumeister et al., 1998) and habituation (Cauffman,
Shulman, Steinberg, Claus, Banich, Graham, & Woolard, 2010; Hare et al., 2008) may have
affected the results in the current study.
Effects of ego-depletion. In the previously reported methods (Grose-Fifer et al., 2013),
participants always completed the letter task first whereas in the current study, the order of the
tasks were counter-balanced. To explore the effect of counterbalancing on error rates and
reaction time, two additional post-hoc sets of ANOVAs were conducted. Age-Group and Order
(letters first, letters second) were between-subjects factors and Congruency was the withinsubjects factor for the letter task with the addition of Target for the face task. Error rates were
log transformed in analysis, and untransformed scores are reported for ease of interpretation (as
in the previous analyses).
For error rates in the letter task, there was a significant effect of Order, F(1, 32) = 8.44, p
= .007, ηp2 = .21. When the letter task was second (M = 14.00 %, SD = 11.30), performance
across groups dropped compared to when the letter task was first (M = 6.83 %, SD = 4.17. There
was also an Order by Age-Group interaction, F(1, 32) = 5.04, p = .03, ηp2 = .14. When the letter
task was first, there was no main effect or interaction with Age-Group (p > .1). However, when
the letter task was second, adolescents (M = 19.83 %, SD = 14.62) made more errors than adults
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(M = 8.18 %, SD = 13.09), F(1, 16) = 6.34, p = .02, ηp2 = .28. Additionally, there was a
significant Order by Age-Group by Congruency interaction, F(1, 32) = 4.80, p = .04, ηp2 = .14.
When the letter task was first, there was no Age-Group by Congruency interaction (p > .1), but
when it was second, there was a significant Age-Group by Congruency interaction, F(1, 16) =
5.66, p = .03, ηp2 = .26. Adolescents showed a larger congruency effect (i.e., more errors for
incongruent than congruent trials (Mdiff = 6.21 %, SDdiff = 13.27) compared to adults (Mdiff = 2.6
%, SDdiff = 6.05). For error rates in the face task, there was no significant effect of Order or any
interactions with Order (p > .1). For reaction time for both letter and face task, there were no
effects of Order and no Order by Age-Group interaction (F < 2, p > .1).
Effects of habituation. To test the supposition that habituation may have affected the
ability to find significant age differences in performance across the lengthy task, an additional set
of ANOVAs was conducted. For the letter task, data were analyzed by experimental block (there
were four blocks of 120 trials) and ANOVAs consisted of within-subjects factors of Block (1, 2,
3, 4), and Congruency, and a between-subjects factor of Age Group. For error rates, there were
no significant main effects or interactions with Block (p > .1). For reaction time, there was no
significant main effect of Block, (p > .7), but there was a marginally significant three-way
interaction between Block, Congruency, and Age-Group, F(3, 102) = 2.78, p < .05, ηp2 = .08. For
adults, there was no Block by Congruency interaction (p > .6), but for adolescents, there was,
F(3, 51) = 3.20, p = .04, ηp2 = .16. Paired samples t-tests in adolescents revealed significant
effects of Congruency in block 1, t(17) = 3.61, p = .002 (M = 516.50 ms, SD = 85.84) and block
4, t(17) = 7.76, p < .001); in both cases, congruent targets (Block 1: M = 493.97 ms, SD = 73.63;
Block 4: M = 472.13 ms, SD = 64.27) were responded to faster than incongruent targets (Block
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1: M = 516.50 ms, SD = 85.84; Block 4: M = 516.19 ms, SD = 70.29). There was no significant
effects of Congruency in block 2 or 3 (p > .01).
For the face task, stimuli were presented in eight blocks of 120 trials, therefore, to
compare the results over the same time span as the letter task, the ANOVA was conducted with
data from the first four blocks only, with within-subjects factors of Block (1, 2, 3, 4), Target,
Congruency, and a between-subjects factor of Age Group. For error rates, there was significant
effect of Block F(1, 34) = 4.10, p = .01, ηp2 = .11. Participants made more errors in Block 4 (M =
17.06 %, SD = 11.56) than in Block 1 (M = 12.73 %, SD = 9.34) with no significant differences
in performance between other blocks. There were no other significant main effects of Block, Age
Group or interactions with Age-Group (p > .1). For reaction time, there were no effects or
interactions with Age Group (p > .1), but there was a significant effect of Block, F(3, 102) =
2.88, p = .04, ηp2 = .08. Pairwise comparisons revealed that participants responded faster in block
1 (M = 595.05 ms, SD = 68.77) than block 2 (M = 617.25 ms, SD = 76.49), with no significant
differences between any other blocks (p > .01).
An additional set of ANOVAs were conducted on the face task data to test performance
changes across the entire 960 trials. Blocks were selected from the beginning, middle and end of
the experiment, therefore, Block (1, 4, 8), Target, Congruency, and Age-Group were the factors.
There was a significant effect of Block, F(2, 68) = 5.60, p = .006, ηp2 = .14. Pairwise
comparisons revealed that participants made less errors in block 1 (M = 12.73 %, SD = 9.36)
than block 4 (M = 17.06 %, SD = 11.58) and 8 (M = 16.67 %, SD = 13.98) with no difference in
performance between block 4 and 8. There were no main effects or interactions with Age Group
(F < 2, p > .1).
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We conducted the same ANOVA with reaction time and found no significant main
effects for Block (p > 2), however there was a marginally significant four-way interaction
between Age-Group, Block, Target, and Congruency, F(2, 68) = 2.60, p = .08, ηp2 = .07. For
simplification, the interference effect was calculated for the follow-up ANOVA. For each target,
RT to congruent was subtracted from RT to incongruent trials. The driving force behind the 4way interaction was found to be adolescents’ performance. For adults, there was no significant
interaction between Block and Target (F < 1, p > .1). For adolescents, there was a marginally
significant interaction between Target and Block, F(2, 34) = 2.77, p = .08, ηp2 = .14. In Block 1,
the mean difference in the interference effect between happy and fearful targets was -5.65 ms
(SDdiff = 43.45), which demonstrated that fearful face flankers produced less interference than
happy face flankers. In Blocks 4 and 8, fearful face flankers elicited larger interference effects
than happy face flankers, and this difference was much larger for block 4 than for block 8,
suggesting that some habituation may have occurred (Block 4: Mdiff = 58.58 ms, SDdiff = 78.44
Block 8: Mdiff =19.17 ms, SDdiff = 88.00). Independent samples t-tests were run between
adolescents and adults for each Block and Target, however none reached significance after
corrections for multiple comparisons (p > .3).
ERPs
Tables 5, 6, and 7 show the trials accepted for the ERN, CRN, and N2 respectively.
Figures 1, 2, and 3 show the voltage headmaps for adolescents and adults for each condition for
the ERN, CRN, and N2, respectively. Figures 4, 5, and 6 show the corresponding average ERP
waveforms corresponding to Figures 1, 2, and 3 respectively. Table 8 contains amplitude and
latency means for each condition for the three ERPs for adolescents and adults.
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ERN.
Letter task. The main effect for Electrode was significant, F(4, 136) = 38.12, p < .001,
ηp2 = .53. ERNs were most negative at FCz (M = -4.87 μV, SD = 3.44) and so this electrode
alone was used in all the following ERN analyses for letter targets. There was no main effect of
Age-Group or Congruency (F < 2, p > .1), but there was a significant interaction between
Congruency and Age-Group, F(1, 34) = 5.22, p = .03, ηp2 = .13). For adults (M = -6.45 μV, SD =
4.81), ERNs were more negative for incongruent targets than for adolescents (M = -3.01 μV, SD
= 4.48), F(1, 35) = 4.94, p = .03), but there were no significant differences between groups for
the congruent targets (F < 1, p > .1). For adults, incongruent targets elicited more negative ERNs
than congruent targets (M = -5.07, SD = 2.88), t(17) = 1.86, p = .08, but the effect was
marginally significant. Adolescents showed no difference (t < 2, p > .1) in ERN amplitude
between congruent and incongruent targets.
Face task. There was a significant effect of Electrode, F(4, 136) = 19.65, p < .001, ηp2 =
.37. FCz (M = -3.31 μV, SD = 3.57) had the most negative amplitude ERNs and so this electrode
alone was used for comparisons between groups and conditions. The ERNs to congruent targets
(M = -3.62 μV, SD = 3.23) were more negative than for incongruent targets (M = -3.00 μV, SD =
3.53), F(1, 34) = 4.33, p < .05, ηp2 = .11. Adolescents (M = -2.14 μV, SD = 3.06) had less
negative ERNs than adults (M = -4.48 μV, SD = 3.06), but the difference was marginally
significant, F(1, 34) = 3.85, p = .06, ηp2 = .10. There was a marginally significant interaction
between Target and Age-Group, F(1, 34) = 3.34, p = .08, ηp2 = .09. For adults, ERNs for happy
(M = -4.01 μV, SD = 3.20) targets were marginally less negative than for fearful (M = -4.94 μV,
SD = 3.28) targets, F(1, 17) = 3.11, p = .09, ηp2 = .08, but there was no significant difference
between happy and fearful targets for adolescents (F < 1, p > .1). Between groups, adults
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(M = -4.94 μV, SD = 4.27) showed more negative ERNs to fearful targets than adolescents (M =
-2.05 μV, SD = 3.57), F(1, 34) = 4.84, p = .04, with no significant difference for happy targets
between the groups (F > 3, p < .1). There was no significant main effect of Target and no other
significant interactions among Congruency, Age-Group, and Target (F < 2, p > .1).
Task Effects. There was no main effect of Age-Group (p > .1), but there was a
significant interaction between Age-Group and Congruency, F(1, 34) = 7.23, p = .01, ηp2 = .18.
For adults, incongruent targets elicited more negative ERNs than congruent ones (Mdiff = .724
μV, SDdiff = 3.49), whereas adolescents showed the opposite effect (Mdiff = -.91 μV, SDdiff =
3.49). There was a significant effect of Task, F(1, 34) = 34.33, p < .001, ηp2 = .50. Letter targets
(M = -4.89 μV, SD = 3.57) elicited more negative ERNs than happy face targets (M = -3.12 μV,
SD = 3.44).
CRN.
Letter task. For CRN amplitude, there was a significant effect of Electrode, F(4, 136) =
27.95, p < .001, ηp2 = .45. Fz (M = .96 μV, SD = 2.30) had the most negative recorded voltage
and was used to conduct analyses between the conditions. There were no significant differences
in CRN amplitude for Age-Group, or Congruency and no significant interactions between these
factors (F < 2, p > .1).
Face task. For the CRN, there was a significant effect of Electrode, F(1, 34) = 20.20, p <
.001, ηp2 = .37. The most negative amplitudes were at Fz (M = 2.46 μV, SD = 3.36), and
differences between conditions were examined at this electrode. Adults (M = 1.48 μV, SD =
2.02) had more negative CRNs than adolescents (M = 3.45 μV, SD = 2.02), but the difference
was marginally significant, F(1, 34) = 3.18, p = .08, ηp2 = .09. There was a significant
Congruency by Age-Group interaction, F(1, 34) = 5.96, p = .02, ηp2 = .15. For adults,
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incongruent targets (M = 1.95 μV, SD = 1.98) elicited more negative CRNs than congruent
targets (M = 2.28 μV, SD = 2.05), F(1, 17) = 8.02, p = .01, ηp2 = .32, while for adolescents there
was no significant difference in response to congruency (F < 1, p > .1).
Task effects. There was no significant effect of Age-Group (F < 1, p > .1), but there
was a significant effect of Task, F(1, 34) = 21.81, p < .001, ηp2 = .39. Letter targets (M = .96 μV,
SD = 2.24) elicited a more negative CRN response than happy face targets (M = 2.43 μV, SD =
3.47). There was also a significant Task by Congruency interaction, F(1, 34) = 8.21, p = .007,
ηp2 = .20. Congruent targets elicited more negative CRNs than incongruent targets and this
difference was largest for letter targets (Mdiff = .41 μV, SDdiff = 2.31) compared to happy face
targets (Mdiff = .30 μV, SDdiff = 3.53).
N2.
Letter task. For N2, there was a significant effect of Electrode, F(4, 116) = 12.42, p <
.001, ηp2 = .27. FCz (M = -1.10 μV, SD = 2.27) had the most negative voltages, so this electrode
was selected for analysis of effect of condition for amplitude. Incongruent targets (M = -1.93 μV,
SD = 2.23) elicited more negative N2s than congruent targets (M = -.28 μV, SD = 2.49), F(1, 34)
= 50.63, p < .001, ηp2 = .60. There was no significant effect of Age-Group or interactions with
Age-Group (F < 1, p > .1).
Face task. For N2, there was a significant effect of Electrode, F(4, 116) = 4.18, p = .04,
ηp2 = .11. Cz (M = -2.77 μV, SD = 2.76) had the most negative amplitude. In addition, there was
a marginally significant Age-Group by Electrode interaction. For adolescents, the N2s were most
negative at CPz (M = -3.82 μV, SD = 3.35). For adults, the amplitudes were most negative at a
more anterior electrode, Cz (M = -1.85 μV, SD = 2.12. Given the age-related differences in
topography, to explore differences between Age-Group, Target and Congruency, data from Cz
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and CPz were used. Adolescents (M = -3.70 μV, SD = 2.84) had more negative N2s than adults
(M = -1.78 μV, SD = 2.48), F(1, 34) = 4.49, p = .04, ηp2 = .12. There was a marginally significant
Electrode by Age-Group interaction, F(1, 34) = 3.09, p = .09, ηp2 = .09, as described above, with
no other significant main effects or interactions among Age-Group, Target or Congruency (F <
3, p > .1).
Task Effects. There were no significant Age-Group effects or interactions with AgeGroup. There was a significant effect of Task, F(1, 34) = 9.94, p = .003, ηp2 = .23. Letter targets
(M = -1.10 μV, SD = 2.27 elicited less negative N2s than happy face targets (M = -2.57 μV, SD =
2.95). There was a significant effect of Congruency, F(1, 34) = 39.00, p < .001, ηp2 = . 54.
Incongruent targets (M = -2.38 μV, SD = 1.98) elicited more negative N2s than congruent targets
(M = -1.43 μV, SD = 2.4). There was a Task by Congruency interaction, F(1, 34) = 21.82, p <
.001, ηp2 = .39. For the happy face targets the difference between congruent and incongruent
(Mdiff = .205 μV, SDdiff = 2.99), was smaller than for letter targets (Mdiff = 1.65 μV, SDdiff = 2.37).
ERN as a predictor of behavior on ERP tasks
Table 9 contains the r- and p-values of the bivariate correlations between ERN and error
rates and ERN and PES. There were no significant correlations between ERN amplitude and
error rates (p > .1). There were also no significant correlations between ERN amplitude and PES
(p > .1). However, there was a marginally significant correlation between ERN amplitude and
PES for adults in the incongruent letter condition, r = -.43, p = .07.
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Chapter 4: Study 1 Discussion
We compared error rates, reaction time, the interference effect, and the amplitude of three
ERP components, the stimulus-related N2 and response-related ERN and CRN in adolescents
(15–17 years) and adults (25–35 years) using two flanker tasks that differed in emotional
context: the traditional letter flanker and the emotional face flanker task. In general, we
hypothesized that because self-regulation is developing throughout adolescence; responses
would be disproportionately less mature in the affective compared to the non-affective condition.
We found partial support for this hypothesis in the current study. In general, we found evidence
in the ERP components, but not in the behavioral results. Details are discussed below.
Behavioral findings
Letter task. All participants showed evidence of the classic flanker effect, i.e., more
errors and slower reaction times for incongruent compared to congruent targets (Eriksen &
Eriksen, 1974). The flanker effect was reported across a span of age-ranges from as young as 7
years up through adulthood (Bartholow et al., 2005; Davies et al., 2004; Eriksen & Eriksen,
1974; Grose-Fifer et al., 2013; Henderson, 2010; Ladouceur et al., 2004, 2007; Santesso &
Segalowitz, 2008). We found partial support for our hypothesis that behavior would be
comparable across age groups for the non-affective task; both age groups showed similar RTs
and interference effects, which was consistent with a number of other studies of classic flanker
task performance in adolescents (Davies et al., 2004; Grose-Fifer et al., 2013; Ladouceur et al.,
2004, 2007; Santesso & Segalowitz, 2008). However, in contrast to most studies that showed no
significant difference in error rates between adults and adolescents of a comparable age (15-17
years) (Grose-Fifer et al., 2013; Ladouceur et al., 2007; Santesso & Segalowitz, 2008), we found
adolescents made marginally more errors compared to adults. In a very similar, but much shorter
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paradigm, Grose-Fifer et al. (2013) showed there was no difference in error rates between their
older adolescents (15–17 years) and adults for the letter task. Additionally, Santesso and
Segalowitz (2008) used a similar paradigm to the current study but found no age-group
differences between 15–16-year-olds and 18–20-year-olds in error rates, the letter task (n=480
trials) was the same length as ours, however, we had the additional, and much longer, emotional
paradigm. Together, these two studies suggested our divergent results may have been due to egodepletion in adolescents, discussed further below.
We also hypothesized less cognitive flexibility for adolescents than adults, as measured
by PES, however, PES was not significantly different between groups. Only a handful of studies
have examined PES developmentally, and findings from three of these studies were consistent
with the current results (Davies et al., 2004; Ladouceur et al., 2007; Wiersema et al., 2007).
However, two studies found less PES in adolescents compared to adults but one study had a
much larger sample size (N = 74) than us (Santesso & Segalowitz, 2008), and was the other only
found PES in a complex 4-choice task but not a simple 2-choice task (Hogan et al., 2005). Thus,
task ease and sample size may contribute to sensitivity to detecting group differences in PES.
Our hypothesis that adolescents would show the Gratton effect to a lesser degree than
adults was not confirmed, and there was no evidence for the effect for either group. The Gratton
effect is a decrease in RT for an incongruent trial when the previous trial was also incongruent
compared to when the preceding trial was congruent (Gratton et al., 1992). However, in nonaffective paradigms, the Gratton effect has been shown to be susceptible to the ratio of
incongruent to congruent trials (Bartholow et al., 2005; Gratton et al., 1992). We used a ratio of
2:1 in order to have enough trials to record a reliable ERN. The congruency ratio was consistent
with other ERP paradigms using the flanker task in adolescents (Davies et al., 2004; Santesso &
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Segalowitz, 2008). However, Gratton et al. (1992) showed that having more incongruent than
congruent targets slowed reaction times to congruent targets while slightly speeding reaction
time to incongruent targets, thus closing the gap between congruent and incongruent RTs.
Additionally, Bartholow et al. (2005) used three different tasks to test different congruency ratios
and found that increasing the proportion of a particular type of trial (congruent/incongruent) in a
task resulted in slower RTs to low-probability stimuli. The study provided direct evidence that
increasing the percentage of incongruent trials to congruent trials in a task resulted in slower RTs
to congruent stimuli and faster RTs to incongruent stimuli and thereby reduced the ability to
detect a Gratton effect.
We were surprised to find that our hypotheses for equivalent behavioral performance
between adolescents and adults for the letter task, were not confirmed. However, the methods for
the previous study by Grose-Fifer et al. (2013) were different in that the letter task was always
completed before the face task. Our supplementary analyses on order effects revealed that when
the letter task was first, adolescents did perform similarly to adults, however, when the letter task
was second, adolescents made more errors than adults. Additionally, an analysis of performance
over time showed that adolescents had greater variability in the interference effect over time
while adults did not show this difference. This finding led us to conclude that adolescents, but
not adults, may have experienced ego-depletion. Ego-depletion is theorized as increased
cognitive control deficits over time which has been shown to onset more quickly in adolescents
than adults (Baumeister et al., 1998). The supplemental analyses led us to conclude that our
results would have replicated the previous study by Grose-Fifer et al. (2013), if participants
always completed the letter task first.
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Face task. Based on a behavioral study with similar stimuli by Grose-Fifer et al. (2013),
we hypothesized that error rates and the interference effect for fearful face flankers would be
larger for adolescents compared to adults, however, in general we did not find support for this.
Our results showed happy faces were less of a distraction than fearful faces in terms of
both reaction time and error rates for both adolescents and adults. There were more errors on
incongruent than congruent trials when the targets were happy faces than when the targets were
fearful; and the interference effect was greater when the targets were happy than when the targets
were fearful. These results were somewhat consistent with Grose-Fifer et al. (2013), who found
an interaction between Target and Congruency for the interference effect but not for error rates.
Fenske and Eastwood (2003) also found evidence for greater attentional capture by negative
compared to positive faces in adults in a flanker task that used cartoon faces; the interference
effect was smaller when the target was a sad or neutral cartoon face as compared to when it was
a happy one.
In general, participants in the current study responded faster to happy targets than to
fearful targets and were fastest to the happy congruent condition, and replicated the results of the
previous behavioral study in our lab (Grose-Fifer et al., 2013). Hare et al. (2008) and Tottenham,
Hare, and Casey (2011) also found participants were faster to respond to happy than to fearful
face targets in go/no-go tasks. Furthermore, when Tottenham et al. (2011) calculated d-prime by
subtracting false alarm rates from hit rates as an index of cognitive control, they found for no-go
happy faces, d-prime was smaller than for happy face go stimuli. The effect indicated response
was easier than inhibiting a response to a happy face. In contrast, the d-prime effect was not
found for fearful faces. Thus, there is converging evidence that happy faces appear to be
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perceived as more approachable than fearful faces by both adolescents and adults (Grose-Fifer et
al., 2013; Tottenham et al., 2011).
For the face flanker task, adolescents did not show less PES than adults and neither group
showed the Gratton effect, so the cognitive flexibility hypotheses were not confirmed.
Adolescents made more errors than adults, however, seemed to show comparable compensation
with RT slowing after errors. Given that studies of PES on non-affective tasks have not
consistently found age-related differences between adolescents and adults, our results were
somewhat difficult to interpret. The Gratton effect has even been found in affective paradigms
(Egner, Etkin, Gale, & Hirsch, 2007; Etkin, Egner, Peraza, Kandel, & Hirsch, 2006) with adult
samples, which made the null finding in either age group somewhat surprising. However, as
previously discussed above, the findings may be the result of the high incongruent to congruent
stimuli ratio.
For the face task, we were again surprised to find that our results did not replicate
previous findings and adolescents did not show worse performance on the face task overall nor
did they show worse performance on the happy incongruent targets. To follow up, the
supplemental analyses revealed that across blocks, adolescents had more variable interference
effects than adults. Specifically, in comparison 8, in block 4, adolescents showed an increased
interference effect when the distractors were fearful faces than when they were happy faces. In
contrast, the interference effect in adults showed no interaction with target and block. This
analysis provided an important piece of evidence. It suggests that adolescents may be vulnerable
to habituation to the fearful faces. Others have shown that adolescents seem to need increased
time to habituate to emotional or motivationally significant stimuli than adults. Hare et al. (2008)
found that amygdala activity in adolescents to emotional face stimuli took longer to habituate
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than in adults in a go/no-go task. At the beginning of the task, adolescents showed increased
activity in the amygdala and worse performance than adults, but by 288 trials (the end of the
task), adolescents performed similar to adults and showed similar levels of amygdala activity.
Additional evidence for slower habituation in adolescents compared to adults was found by
Cauffman et al. (2010) who showed that by the end of 120 trials in a modified Iowa Gambling
Task, adolescents used similar strategies to adults, but took longer for adolescents to reach the
same level of performance.
Task effects. The primary reason for looking at effects across task was to examine AgeGroup effects. The results did not confirm the hypotheses that there would be an interaction of
Age-Group across task. This finding may be somewhat surprising, given a variety of previous
research indicates a difference in behavioral performance between more cognitive and affective
tasks. However, previous studies have used very different types of tasks, which could be a
confounding variable in comparing results across studies.
ERP Findings
ERN. The ERN was most negative at FCz in both adults and adolescents, which is
relatively consistent with topographical analyses in other studies that examined the ERN
developmentally (Davies et al., 2004; Hogan et al., 2005; Ladouceur et al., 2007; Santesso &
Segalowitz, 2008). It should be noted however that one study reported data from both FCz and
Cz, but did not test differences between the electrodes (Hogan et al., 2005), while a second study
recorded from 128 channels, examined Fz, Cz, and Pz and found Cz recorded the most negative
potentials (Ladouceur et al., 2007).
For the letter task, there was no age-related difference in ERN amplitude between
adolescents and adults in the current study, which supported our hypothesis. Similar results were
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found by Ladouceur et al. (2007), and in the more simple of two tasks by Hogan et al. (2005).
Although, (Ladouceur et al., 2007) showed younger adolescents (11–14 years) produced less
negative ERNs than older adolescents (14–19 years) and adults, between adults and adolescents
of comparable age-ranges to the current study, there were no differences in ERN amplitude. In
contrast, Santesso and Segalowitz (2008) reported differences in ERN amplitude between their
group of younger adolescents (15–16 years) and older adolescents (18–20 years), but, one
important difference was they only reported ERN results for incongruent targets. In line with
this, we also found that ERNs to incongruent targets for adults were significantly more negative
than for adolescents. Hogan et al. (2005) reported less negative ERNs for adolescents (12–18
years) and adults in their complex 4-choice task but not in their simpler 2-choice task, and so it is
possible that age-related differences in ERN amplitude are heightened when tasks are more
complex.
In contrast to the letter flanker task, adolescents had marginally less negative ERNs than
adults in the face flanker task. These results supported our hypothesis that the ERN would be
disproportionately less negative in the affective condition in adolescents compared to adults. It
was difficult to compare the result to other studies, because ERP evidence with affective flanker
tasks in developmental work is scarce. However, results from non-affective tasks could help
interpret the affective results since they point toward increased conflict and task difficulty as
possible reasons for less negative ERNs for adolescents compared to adults. Current results also
showed that fearful targets elicited more negative ERNs in adults than adolescents, but there
were no group differences for happy targets. This could be interpreted as evidence for poorer
error monitoring differences in adolescents compared to adults, for fearful targets. However, the
behavioral data indicated that although adolescents made more errors in general, there was no
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Age-Group by Target interaction for errors or interference effect to support the supposition. As
mentioned above, null Age-Group interactions on the behavioral task may be due to paradigmspecific confounds. In the previously reported, very similar, but arguably more sensitive version
of the face flanker task, Grose-Fifer et al. (2013) showed adolescents were more affected by
fearful face flankers than adults, which was somewhat consistent with the ERN amplitude
findings but not the behavioral findings in the current study. Of relevance here, was that Santesso
and Segalowitz (2008) reported adolescents had less negative ERNs than adults in a letter flanker
ERP task but had similar behavioral performance in terms of interference and accuracy and so
concluded adolescents may have used a compensatory strategy to perform like adults. It was
possible that adolescents in the face flanker task were also using compensatory strategies.
CRN. We expected the CRN to be more negative in amplitude for adolescents than
adults, especially on the face task. In support of this, we found no significant effects of AgeGroup, congruency or any interactions between the two factors for the CRN on the letter task.
However, our affective paradigm results showed adults had marginally more negative CRNs than
adolescents on the face task, this was qualified by a Target by Age-Group interaction, whereby
adults had more negative CRNs for incongruent compared to congruent targets, while
adolescents showed no difference in CRN amplitude between congruent and incongruent targets.
If, as hypothesized, the CRN measures evaluation of stimulus-related conflict (Botvinick et al.,
2001; Coles et al., 2001; Friedman et al., 2009; Holroyd & Coles, 2002) these results imply that
adolescents were experiencing considerable conflict on congruent as well as incongruent trials.
In this light, the CRN results are consistent with our hypothesis that adolescents would show
greater neural immaturity to affective as opposed to non-affective stimuli. There has been little
consistent evidence for how the CRN develops during adolescence. In non-affective flanker
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paradigms, one study reported no age-related differences between adolescents and young adults
(Santesso & Segalowitz, 2008) another study showed a decrease in CRN amplitude with age (7–
18 years) (Davies et al., 2004), and a third study showed an age-related increase between
adolescents (12.2–18.7 years) and adults (18.8–22.1 years) in CRN amplitude but only for more
a more difficult task (Hogan et al., 2005).
N2. For the N2, there were no group differences in topography or amplitude between
adolescents and adults for the letter targets. In general, non-affective go/no-go studies have
found the N2 decreases with age from childhood to adulthood (Johnstone et al., 2005; Jonkman,
2006). In terms of the flanker task, Henderson (2010) showed in 9–13-year-olds the amplitude of
the N2 decreased with age in an arrow flanker paradigm. In contrast, Ladouceur et al. (2007)
who used an arrow flanker task in three age-groups reported the N2 was more negative with age
across childhood, because they found no discernable N2 in younger adolescents (9–13 years) but
large N2s for older adolescents (14–19 years) and adults. However, the lack of the N2
component in their youngest age group may have been because they reported results from a more
posterior electrode (Cz) than Henderson (2010), and the N2 may have obscured by an
overlapping response-related P3 component. Our results were consistent with Ladouceur et al.
(2007) finding that 14–19-year-olds had comparable N2 amplitudes to adults.
In our study, for both age groups, the N2 was largest at FCz and incongruent targets
elicited more negative N2s than congruent ones, which was similar to the results of previous
flanker studies in adults (Bartholow et al., 2005) and adolescents (Henderson, 2010). Given that
the N2 has been proposed to index cognitive control (Folstein & Van Petten, 2008; Lamm et al.,
2006; Ridderinkhof et al., 2004) and/or stimulus evaluation and conflict monitoring (Folstein &
Van Petten, 2008; Gehring et al., 1993), it was likely that the increased N2 to incongruent stimuli
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indicated an increased need for cognitive control. Furthermore, given there were no age related
differences in the N2 elicited by letter flankers suggested stimulus evaluation and cognitive
control effort was comparable between adolescents and adults.
In contrast, we found adolescents had significantly more negative N2s than adults in the
face flanker task. This result was consistent with other studies that used non-affective stimuli but
induced negative emotions by increasing task difficulty such that participants lost all
accumulated points earned and were in danger of losing out on a prize (Lamm & Lewis, 2010;
Lewis et al., 2006a; Lewis et al., 2006b). In these studies, adolescents had more negative N2s in
the emotional blocks compared to the non-emotional blocks. Furthermore, Lewis et al. (2006b)
found the effect was adolescent-specific; adolescents (13-16 years) had more negative N2 in the
emotional than in the more non-emotional blocks, but younger children (7-12 years did not differ
in their N2 responses between emotion induced and non-emotion induced blocks. Given that the
N2 has been proposed as an index of cognitive control (Folstein & Van Petten, 2008; Lamm et
al., 2006; Ridderinkhof et al., 2004), more negative N2 amplitudes in adolescents compared to
adults for the face task suggested adolescents may need increased cognitive control in
comparison to adults (Downes, Bathelt, & De Haan, 2017). In addition, we found evidence for
immaturity in the topography of the N2 elicited by faces; adolescents showed more posterior N2s
than adults, as the N2 was more negative at Cz in adolescents and at FCz in adults (Jonkman et
al., 2003; Lewis et al., 2006b).
Task effects. Again, the primary reason for conducting these analyses was to examine
Age-Group effects. Only the ERN showed any Age-Group effects, adults showed larger ERNs to
incongruent than to congruent targets while adolescents showed larger ERNs to congruent than
incongruent targets. In adults, evidence indicated the more difficult condition elicited greater
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ACC activity, which likely resulted in greater error monitoring for the incongruent compared to
the congruent conditions. However, adolescents failed to show this pattern, again suggesting that
the ACC is still maturing and perhaps explaining why in general, regardless of congruency,
adolescents made more errors than adults.
Relationships between ERN and task behavior
When ERN amplitude was correlated with PES and with error rates to determine if the
ERN was a reliable biomarker for behavior, only one result showed marginal significance; in
adults, ERN was correlated with PES on incongruent letter trials only. These results were in
contrast with other studies which showed ERN amplitude correlates with PES (Gehring et al.,
1993; Ladouceur et al., 2007); risk-taking behaviors (Santesso & Segalowitz, 2008); and OCD
symptoms (Gehring et al., 2000; Hajcak et al., 2003a). Notably, our result may be spurious,
because we made no adjustments for multiple comparisons. However, the ERN to incongruent
letters for adults happened to be the largest among all the conditions, and therefore was arguably
the most robust ERP. It is possible that this biomeasure must be particularly robust to show
significant correlations with behavioral measures. Study 2 in this dissertation sought to
investigate whether ERNs on these two tasks were predictive of behavior on self-report measures
in a sample of emerging adults.
Conclusion
Adolescents (15–17 years) showed greater ERP immaturities when processing emotional
stimuli at both the stimulus (N2) and response (ERN, CRN) levels in comparison to the nonaffective letter task. There was little evidence for age-related differences behaviorally on either
task, however, adolescents made marginally more errors than adults on both tasks. These results
suggested on an affective task adolescents may be able to compensate for any neural
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immaturities to produce equivalent task performance to adults (Santesso & Segalowitz, 2008;
Segalowitz et al., 2012). Our study supported other models of adolescent brain development that
suggest there are immaturities in executive functioning areas such as PFC as well as increased
sensitivity of subcortical areas such as NAcc, and the amygdala (Casey et al., 2008; Galvan et
al., 2006; Hare et al., 2008; Somerville et al., 2011).
These data may provide insights about the maturation of the ACC—the putative neural
generator of the ERN, CRN and N2 (Dehaene et al., 1994; Herrmann et al., 2004; Ladouceur et
al., 2007; Overbeek, Nieuwenhuis, & Ridderinkhof, 2005). Models have suggested the ACC can
be functionally divided into caudal (non-affective) and rostral (affective) (Bush et al., 2000;
Davis, Taylor, Hutchison, Dostrovsky, McAndrews, Richter, & Lozano, 2005; Overbeek et al.,
2005) subdivisions.
This would suggest that affective tasks should produce more rostral ACC activity than
non-affective tasks but it appears that this is not necessarily the case. Some studies have
localized the ERN in non-affective tasks to dorsal ACC, (Holroyd & Coles, 2002; Ridderinkhof
et al., 2004), while a few studies used both ERP and fMRI and showed ERN generators in rostral
ACC (Debener, Ullsperger, Siegel, Fiehler, Von Cramon, & Engel, 2005; Daniel H. Mathalon,
Susan L. Whitfield, & Judith M. Ford, 2003; Daniel H Mathalon, Susan L Whitfield, & Judith M
Ford, 2003). Furthermore, several studies have shown that both emotional and non-emotional
conflict activate dorsal/caudal ACC (Botvinick et al., 2001; Davis et al., 2005; Egner et al., 2007;
Etkin et al., 2006; Daniel H. Mathalon et al., 2003; Ochsner et al., 2009). It has been suggested
that there is a common conflict monitoring system for both affective and non-affective stimuli,
which is likely to include dACC (Egner et al., 2007; Ochsner et al., 2009) posterior medial
frontal cortex, and dlPFC (Ochsner et al., 2009). However, conflict resolution recruits different
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areas for affective and non-affective tasks. Activation in the rostral mPFC and the vlPFC
predicted greater behavioral interference for affective and non-affective versions of a flanker
task, respectively (Ochsner et al., 2009). Similarly, studies support the notion that conflictrelated amygdala activity can be suppressed by the rostral ACC (Banks, Eddy, Angstadt, Nathan,
& Phan, 2007; Egner et al., 2007; Etkin et al., 2006; Goldin, McRae, Ramel, & Gross, 2008;
Sripada, King, Garfinkel, Wang, Sripada, Welsh, & Liberzon, 2012). ERN rostral ACC activity
to non-affective stimuli may also reflect the control of a participants’ emotional response to
errors (Luu, Tucker, Derryberry, Reed, & Poulsen, 2003; D. M. Tucker, Luu, Desmond Jr,
Hartry-Speiser, Davey, & Flaisch, 2003). Although the ERN is likely to reflect conflict
monitoring (dACC) and resolution (lateral or rostral ACC), it has been suggested conflict
monitoring may underlie the N2 and may use different neural generators than error monitoring
reflected in the ERN (Bartholow et al., 2005; Egner et al., 2007; Etkin et al., 2006; Falkenstein et
al., 1999; Daniel H. Mathalon et al., 2003; Yeung & Cohen, 2006). Indeed, fMRI/ERP studies
have shown the N2 generators have caudal locations than the ERN (Daniel H. Mathalon et al.,
2003).If the N2 in a flanker task was reflective of conflict monitoring it might be that the more
posterior and more negative N2s in adolescents relative to adults for the face stimuli indicated
adolescents were particularly vigilant towards these emotional stimuli, presumably because of
increased amygdala activity (Casey et al., 2008; Hare et al., 2008). However, the ERN results
(i.e., a trend for adolescents to have less negative ERNs than adults for face stimuli) suggested
adolescents may not effectively utilize the most rostral parts of the ACC to suppress amygdala
activity to necessary to resolve the conflict. Additionally, the supposition that adolescents seem
to experience high levels of conflict on the face task was supported by their having similar sized
CRN amplitudes on correct congruent and incongruent trials. In contrast, adults had more
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negative CRNs on incongruent compared to congruent trials which suggested congruent trials
were easier for adults to resolve, whereas adolescents seemed to experience high levels of
conflict on both types of trials. The null differences in behavior between groups may be due to
habituation to the faces over the course of the experiment or due to some other kind of
compensatory neural mechanism that helped adolescents to resolve conflict similarly to adults, as
behavioral studies have indicated (Cauffman et al., 2010; Hare et al., 2008). Taken together, our
data supported the theory that 15–17-year-olds may struggle to process and react to social and
emotional stimuli at the same level as adults.
Limitations and future directions
As previously mentioned, the current counterbalanced experiment was lengthy with 480
trials in the letter task and 960 in the face task. This may have contributed to ego-depletion in
adolescents that may have increased their error rates (Baumeister et al., 1998; Twenge,
Baumeister, Tice, & Stucke, 2001). The large number of trials in the affective task may also have
led to habituation to the faces (Hare et al., 2008) and dampened the difference between
adolescents and adults in interference and post-error slowing. Although the number of trials was
necessary for the ERP recordings, clearly the adaptation of a previous behavioral study (GroseFifer et al., 2013) made the paradigm less sensitive to finding age-related differences. Another
possible limitation was stimulus complexity across the face and letter tasks may not have been
comparable. It is possible that findings of less mature responses for faces compared to letters
were due to using more complex stimuli rather than to affective differences. In future studies it
may be prudent to use cartoon faces (for example, see, Fenske & Eastwood, 2003) that are
simpler stimuli yet still tap emotional responses.
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In addition, pubertal status, sex differences, or individual differences in risk-taking, or
trait anxiety, may have contributed to variability among our participants, however these
differences were not the focus of the study. In the current sample, pubertal status was not taken
into account but other studies have found this may affect neural processing in both female
(Blanton et al., 2012) and male (Santesso & Segalowitz, 2008; Segalowitz et al., 2012) samples.
Risk-taking behaviors (Santesso & Segalowitz, 2009); and interactions between trait anxiety and
gender (Moser, Moran, Kneip, Schroder, & Larson, 2016) have also been shown to affect the
amplitude of ERPs thought to arise in the ACC. Therefore, future studies could explore how
these individual differences affect adolescent brain development.
One final limitation may be sample size. Although a power analysis was conducted,
several hypothesized results were marginally significant, indicating a larger sample size may
improve the ability to detect a significant difference. Variability in the adolescent group was
larger than expected, especially in the ERP results. Therefore, these results should be viewed as
preliminary and warrant replication.
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Chapter 5: Study 2 Introduction
The main goal of this second study was to investigate whether the ERP correlates of selfregulation measured in Study 1 would predict individual differences in risk-taking and sensation
seeking on self-report measures. We could not measure this relationship in adolescents, because
the lengthy nature of the ERP task precluded the addition of extra tests. Therefore, we sought to
answer this question in a different population, viz., emerging adults, i.e., 18-25 year-olds.
Interest has grown in better understanding cognitive and psychosocial processes in people in this
age-group, especially in light of societal changes that have increased the numbers of emerging
adults enrolled in postsecondary education, and who delay marriage and childbearing (Tanner &
Arnett, 2009, 2011). Emerging adulthood is marked by important transitions such as leaving
home and increased independent decision-making, however, at the same time financial and
residential independence, and employment stability are still evolving (Tanner & Arnett, 2009,
2011). Emerging adults are more likely than adults to engage in risky behaviors (Bell &
McBride, 2010; Neinstein, 2013; Park et al., 2006), which makes them an ideal population
within which to study whether ERP correlates of ACC activity in an affective or non-affective
flanker tasks have utility in predicting self-reported risky behaviors.. The current study built on
studies of self-regulation by investigating ERPs of self-regulation as biomarkers of measures of
anxiety, sensation seeking and health risk.
ERP biomarkers of self-regulation
There is mixed evidence as to whether ERP amplitudes can successfully predict
behavioral performance on an ERP task. In some emerging adult and adult samples, ERN
amplitude has been shown to predict error rates (Hajcak et al., 2003b; Hajcak et al., 2005; Maier,
Yeung, & Steinhauser, 2011; Pieters, de Bruijn, Maas, Hulstijn, Vandereycken, Peuskens, &
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Sabbe, 2007); less negative ERNs were elicited when a greater number of errors were made,
while other studies found no relationship between ERN amplitude and error rates (Falkenstein et
al., 2000; Mathewson, Dywan, & Segalowitz, 2005). Interestingly, Bartholow et al. (2005)
showed a main effect of congruency on behavior but not on ERN or N2 amplitude on a task with
a high proportion of incongruent trials in a letter flanker task.
Similarly the relationship between ERP measures and PES may be susceptible to factors
that are not well controlled (or understood) across studies (Dutilh, van Ravenzwaaij,
Nieuwenhuis, van der Maas, Forstmann, & Wagenmakers, 2012a; Dutilh, Vandekerckhove,
Forstmann, Keuleers, Brysbaert, & Wagenmakers, 2012b). Although many studies have
reported the presence of PES in ERP flanker tasks (Davies et al., 2004; Debener et al., 2005;
Franken et al., 2010; Gehring & Fencsik, 2001; Gehring et al., 1993; Hajcak et al., 2003a;
Ladouceur et al., 2007; Larson & Clayson, 2011; Luijten et al., 2011; Maier et al., 2011;
Santesso & Segalowitz, 2008; Scheffers, Humphrey, Stanny, Kramer, & Coles, 1999; Zheng,
Sheng, Xu, & Zhang, 2014), some have found no relationship between amount of PES and ERN
measures (Davies et al., 2004; Franken et al., 2010; Gehring & Fencsik, 2001; Hajcak et al.,
2003a; Maier et al., 2011; Santesso & Segalowitz, 2008; Scheffers et al., 1999; Zheng et al.,
2014), while others showed the ERN was more negative for participants with greater PES
(Debener et al., 2005; Gehring et al., 1993; Ladouceur et al., 2007). Other authors have made
inferences using indirect but no statistical evidence about the relationship between ERN
amplitude and PES. For example, Santesso and Segalowitz (2008) reported both PES and ERN
amplitude were greater in 18-year-olds than 16-year-olds, and so it could be inferred more
negative ERNs were associated with greater PES. However, task difficulty may also affect both
the ERN and PES, Hogan et al. (2005) found 12–18-year-olds had less negative ERNs and
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showed less PES than 19–22-year-olds in a difficult task but there were no such group
differences in a more simple task. In their discussion section, the relationship between PES and
ERN amplitude was inferred, but there were no statistical analyses to support the claim that the
larger ERNs were associated with more PES (Hogan et al., 2005). To my knowledge, no studies
have examined the relationship between PES and the CRN, and only one looked at the
relationship with the N2 (Larson & Clayson, 2011). Larson and Clayson (2011) showed a
correlation between N2 amplitude elicited by incongruent arrow targets and PES in a sample of
undergraduate students (Larson & Clayson, 2011)—larger N2s were associated with more PES.
Although little attention has been given to neural correlates of the Gratton effect (another
putative measure of cognitive flexibility), Clayson and Larson (2011) found the N2 to
incongruent targets in an arrow flanker task was sensitive to sequential congruency; N2
amplitude significantly diminished across four sequentially presented incongruent targets with no
effect on N2 amplitude for four sequentially presented congruent targets. The authors interpreted
their findings as neural evidence of conflict adaptation.
One of the main goals of this study was to examine whether putative biomarkers of selfregulation, like the ERN, CRN and N2 on a letter and a face flanker task, predicted performance
on self-report measures of behavior that reflect sensation seeking, health risk-taking and trait
anxiety. Sensation-seeking has been shown to develop through emerging adulthood. In particular
two large developmental studies from different countries showed scores on the Sensation
Seeking Scale (SSS) (Zuckerman et al., 1978; Zuckerman et al., 1964) significantly declined.
One study used an older version of the SSS (Zuckerman et al., 1964) in a group of 15–72-yearolds (Magaro, Smith, Cionini, & Velicogna, 1979), and the second study used the newer version
of SSS (Zuckerman et al., 1978) in a group of 17–60-year-olds (Ball, Farnill, & Wangeman,
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1984). More recently, Steinberg et al. (2008) showed self-reported SSS total scores dropped
significantly after age 25 years. ERN amplitudes may reflect individual differences in
development of cognitive control and sensation seeking in emerging adulthood, as scores on the
SSS (Zuckerman et al., 1978) predict ERN amplitudes with some success. For example, Santesso
and Segalowitz (2009), used a letter flanker task, in a sample of 18–19-year-old males and found
less negative ERNs predicted higher scores on both SSS total scores and a composite score with
other risk-taking measures (note, they did not measure the N2). Similarly, Zheng and colleagues
(2008) showed participants aged 23–27 years with high total scores on the SSS had less negative
ERNs than those with low scores in a letter flanker task. However, the N2 was not a significant
predictor of SSS scores. Others showed higher levels of self-regulation on executive function
tasks was associated with more negative ERNs; Larson and Clayson (2011) in a large sample of
undergraduates, used a composite score for executive function that included forward and
backward digit span, plus a trail making test (a task switching and processing speed visual
scanning test) and showed more negative ERNs to an arrow flanker task predicted larger values
on the composite executive function scores. Finally, Luijten, Machielsen, Veltman, Hester, de
Haan, and Franken (2014), in a review of the ERN among populations with various dysregulated
behaviors, reported participants with cocaine dependence, alcohol dependence or with gambling
problems showed attenuated ERNs compared to healthy controls in stop-signal, and go/no-go
tasks.
There is considerable evidence that the population between 18–25 years show increased
prevalence of behaviors that have negative health consequences, such as substance and alcohol
use (Arnett, 2005; J. S. Tucker, Ellickson, Orlando, Martino, & Klein, 2005; White & Jackson,
2004), smoking (Riggs et al., 2007; J. S. Tucker et al., 2005), risks to personal safety (Bell &
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McBride, 2010; Neinstein, 2013; Park et al., 2006), and risky sexual behaviors (Arnett, 2006;
Bersamin, Zamboanga, Schwartz, Donnellan, Hudson, Weisskirch, Kim, Agocha, Whitbourne, &
Caraway, 2014).We wanted to extend our measurement of risky behaviors beyond the SSS, and
so adapted a health risk survey—The Youth Risk Behavior Survey (YRBSS)—that has been
used nationally by the CDC to capture these kinds of risk-taking behaviors among school-aged
children (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2012). To our knowledge, neither the
YRBS, nor a modified version have been used as an outcome to be predicted by the ERN or N2.
In addition to studies that suggest less negative ERNs were associated with reduced selfregulation, there are also a number of studies that have shown ERNs were more negative in
people who engage in excessive self-monitoring (Gehring et al., 2000; Hajcak et al., 2003a;
Larson & Clayson, 2011; Larson, South, & Clayson, 2011). A meta-analysis of 37 studies
showed people who were generally anxious, high in apprehension or worry had more negative
ERNs in a variety of cognitive control tasks, such as flanker, go/no-go, and Stroop (Moser,
Moran, Schroder, Donnellan, & Yeung, 2013). Only one of these studies examined the
relationship between trait anxiety (how much anxiety a person generally feels) and ERPs elicited
in flanker tasks, using the State and Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) (Spielberger, Gorsuch,
Lushene, Vagg, & Jacobs, 1983), a commonly used assessment of anxiety. Larson and Clayson
(2011) calculated a “negative affect” variable that included STAI state and trait scores, and the
Beck Depression Inventory scores. They found the ERN and N2 amplitudes elicited to the arrow
flanker task, were ineffective predictors of this score among 80 undergraduate participants (M =
20.7 years). A second study that used the arrow flanker task and measured STAI scores appears
to have mistakenly been included in the meta-analysis. The study examined sex differences in
the ERN by selecting participants with similar STAI scores, but the relationship between STAI
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scores and ERN was not investigated (Larson et al., 2011). Another study used a go/no-go task
found that more negative ERNs predicted higher STAI scores (Aarts & Pourtois, 2010).
Although the meta-analysis did not analyze data from the STAI separately from other
instruments deemed to be broad measures of anxiety, the authors concluded the STAI may be too
broad in scope to correlate with the ERN (Moser et al., 2013). The conclusion may be premature.
It is possible the ERN varies across cognitive tasks, and there is relatively scarce evidence
specifically examining ERPs to a flanker paradigm with the STAI, therefore, this relationship
warrants further investigation.
Of particular relevance to the paradigm used in the current study, Moser et al. (2008)
investigated the relationship between ERN amplitudes in a face flanker task with reassuring and
threatening faces, and undergraduate students’ (no mean age reported) scores on the Social
Phobia Inventory (SPIN) (Connor, Davidson, Churchill, Sherwood, Weisler, & Foa, 2000). The
study compared participants in the highest and lowest 10% on the SPIN and found N2 amplitude
did not predict social phobia. However, the CRN in participants in the low social phobia group
showed a larger congruency effect for negative face targets compared to positive ones (positivity
bias) whereas the high social phobia group showed no differences between these two conditions
(Moser et al., 2008). It should be noted that the study did not report the ERN.
Our expectation was the ERN and N2 would be predictive of a general risk-taking
behaviors as assessed by the Health Risk Behaviors survey. Error monitoring (as assessed by
ERN) has been shown to be negatively correlated with the Zuckerman Sensation Seeking Scale
(see above); additionally, anxiety or negative affect has been associated with attenuated ERNs
(see paragraph above for review). The ERN is thought reflect the participant’s ACC reactivity to
phasic changes in dopamine in mesencephalic areas (Eppinger et al., 2008; Holroyd & Coles,
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2002; Nieuwenhuis et al., 2004; Overbeek et al., 2005). Therefore, individual differences in
dopamine regulation in the basal ganglia and/or differences in ACC receptor function appear to
affect error monitoring abilities (Spear, 2000). Thus some individuals may be more prone to
making mistakes and taking risks than others.
Current study
Hypotheses. Immaturities in self-regulation among 18-25 year olds such as increased
mortality (Bell & McBride, 2010; Neinstein, 2013; Park et al., 2006), and increased drug and
alcohol use (Arnett, 2005; J. S. Tucker et al., 2005; White & Jackson, 2004; White, McMorris,
Catalano, Fleming, Haggerty, & Abbott, 2006) fueled an increased interest better understanding
predictors of risk-taking in this demographic. As reviewed above, the biomarkers of selfregulation, the ERN, CRN, and N2 are generated in the ACC in the prefrontal cortex (Dehaene et
al., 1994; Gehring et al., 2000; Holroyd & Coles, 2002; Van Veen & Carter, 2002) and may
provide important information about which individuals are particularly prone to potentially
problematic behaviors, such as sensation seeking and risky health behaviors, such as substance
use, and could help indicate who might be vulnerable to anxiety.
For the behavioral results on the letter and face flanker task, we expected the traditional
interference effect (reaction time and error rates to incongruent targets would be slower than to
congruent targets); additionally, we expected a larger interference effect for happy face targets
than for fearful face targets. Post-error slowing has been shown to be present in a number of
flanker studies (Davies et al., 2004; Franken et al., 2010; Ladouceur et al., 2007; Larson &
Clayson, 2011; Luijten et al., 2011; Maier et al., 2011; Rass, Fridberg, & O’Donnell, 2014;
Santesso & Segalowitz, 2008; Zheng et al., 2014), therefore we predicted we would find
evidence for PES in both the letter and face flanker task. The Gratton effect (Gratton et al., 1992)
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or sequential congruency is manifested by a faster RT on an incongruent trial (S2=Incongruent)
when it follows another incongruent trials (S1=incongruent), compared to when it follows a
congruent trial (S1=congruent), in adult samples. We predicted we would find evidence for the
Gratton effect in both the letter and face task. Given the large number of incongruent relative to
congruent trials in our paradigm, we predicted the ERN and CRN in the letter task would show
no effect of congruency following the evidence presented by Bartholow et al. (2005). We
predicted the ERN and CRN would be more negative to incongruent happy targets than to other
conditions because behavioral studies showed fearful stimuli capture attention more than happy
stimuli in flanker tasks (Fenske & Eastwood, 2003; Grose-Fifer et al., 2013; Horstmann,
Borgstedt, & Heumann, 2006) and so increase conflict with the response to the target. Therefore,
we predicted the ERN and CRN would show an interference effect between target and
congruency such that happy incongruent targets would have more negative ERNs and CRNs than
other targets in the face flanker task. Additionally, prior studies showed the N2 was more
negative for incongruent targets compared to congruent (Bartholow et al., 2005; Clayson &
Larson, 2011; Heil, Osman, Wiegelmann, Rolke, & Hennighausen, 2000; Kopp et al., 1996)
which led us to predict the N2 would be more negative to incongruent than congruent targets for
the letter task. For the face flanker task, we additionally predicted the N2 would be more
negative to incongruent happy trials than congruent happy trials (Dickter & Bartholow, 2010;
Moser et al., 2008).
The modest number of studies reviewed above led us to believe our participants would
show a relationship between ERNs and behavior, such that more negative ERNs would predict
lower total scores on the Zuckerman Sensation Seeking Scale and the Health Risk Survey, and
higher scores on the trait measure of the STAI. Although there is relatively little information
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about the N2 and its relationship with behavior, we hypothesized the N2 would not predict scores
of the SSS, the Health Risk Survey or the STAI. This hypothesis was primarily based on the
evidence from a couple of studies that suggested the ERN and N2 were dissociable—the ERN
was modulated by task parameter changes, which in turn modulate behavior, but the N2 was not
(Bartholow et al., 2005; Ridderinkhof, de Vlugt, Bramlage, Spaan, Elton, Snel, & Band, 2002;
Yeung & Cohen, 2006). Two studies showed alcohol consumption reduced the ERN, but did not
affect the N2 (Ridderinkhof et al., 2002; Yeung & Cohen, 2006); one study showed lesions in the
left portion of the ACC increased the N2, and reduced the ERN (Swick & Turken, 2002); and
another study showed although the ratio of congruent and incongruent targets affects the ERN, it
has little effect on the N2 (Bartholow et al., 2005). This evidence led us to postulate there are
specific areas within ACC that generate the ERN but are separate from those that generate the
N2 for flanker tasks.
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Chapter 6: Study 2 Methods
Participants
Emerging adulthood has been proposed to extend from 18–25 years (Arnett, 2000;
Tanner & Arnett, 2009), so individuals within this age range were recruited using similar
procedures as described in Study 1 (see Chapter 3 for details), with most recruited from the John
Jay College of Criminal Justice’s Research Experience Pool, where participants were granted
partial credit toward their psychology classes. Institutional Review Board approval was granted
under the same protocol for study 1 (see chapter 3 for details).
Forty-three participants (M = 19.66 years, SD = 1.30, range = 18–22.66) were recruited
and met inclusion criteria of right-handedness assessed by the Edinburgh Handedness inventory
(Oldfield, 1971); normal or corrected normal vision; and no history of psychiatric or neurological
disorders as assessed by self-report. Written informed consent was obtained from all participants.
Additional participants met ERP exclusion criteria (see chapter 2, methods for study 1), therefore
ERP data is reported from 30 participants (M = 20.24; SD = 1.37; range = 18–22.58 years; 9
males).
Procedures
Participants completed three questionnaires: Sensation Seeking Scale (SSS) (Zuckerman
et al., 1978), State and Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) (Spielberger et al., 1983), and a Health
Risk Survey adapted from the Youth Risk Behavior Surveillance Survey (YRBSS) (Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, 2012). Participants performed identical ERP tasks as in study 1,
i.e., a traditional letter flanker task (Eriksen & Eriksen, 1974), and an emotional face flanker task
(Grose-Fifer et al., 2013) while EEGs were recorded (see chapter 3 for more details). To
summarize the task: for both, participants were asked to quickly and accurately identify the
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central stimulus (target) by pressing the appropriate mouse button. The experiment took
approximately two hours to complete.
Questionnaires. Data from the self-report questionnaires was scored as described below
and Shapiro-Wilks test for normality, and internal reliability tests were conducted.
Sensation-Seeking Scale. Participants responded to the full set of 40 items from the
Sensation Seeking Scale (Zuckerman et al., 1978). Each item was presented as a pair of
sentences from which the participant chose the statement that most closely fit their natural
propensities. One statement is considered more exciting and if that statement was selected, it
was coded as one, whereas if the least exciting of the pair was selected, it was coded as 0. The
questionnaire is subdivided into four subscales, disinhibition, boredom susceptibility, thrill
seeking, and experience seeking. Each subscale has ten sets of statements. For each participant,
the total score, and four subscores were calculated. Thus, the total score could range from 0 to 40
and each subscale from 1–10.
Health Risk Survey. Health risk behaviors were assessed using a subset of targeted
questions from the Centers for Disease Control’s Youth Risk Behavior Surveillance survey
(2012). The adapted survey consisted of 42 questions that varied in format. For example, some
questions asked about the frequency of risky behaviors over a lifetime, or in the past 30 days,
while others were yes/no questions in terms of whether a person had engaged in an activity.
Behaviors were coded on a scale similar to that used by Romer, Betancourt, Brodsky, Giannetta,
Yang, and Hurt (2011), who coded their data using a 4-point scale from 0 = low risk to 3 = high
risk. Since each question had a variable number of choices to select from, the number of choices
were standardized based on riskiness, the underlying construct measured. In the original Youth
Risk Behavior Surveillance survey, the CDC provided a method of scoring, in which they
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indicated which items represented the most risky choices with several answers for a single items
often falling into the high risk category. We scored those highest risk items as a 3, then scaled
down accordingly (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2012). A full list of questions
and our associated scoring, is located in Appendix A. The graded riskiness score for each
question is shown by the number in parentheses beside each choice. Total scores (all 42
questions) and five subscores for items relating to physical safety (9 items), smoking (8 items),
alcohol use (6 items), drug use (12 items) and sexual behavior (11 items), were calculated. Items
were excluded (shown in plain text in Appendix A) if there was no variability in responses: i.e.,
if none of participants engaged in the behavior. Therefore results are presented for the remaining
19 questions: 4 questions for safety or tendency for violence, 4 for smoking, 4 for alcohol use, 5
for drug usage, and 2 for sexual engagement (these are bolded in Appendix A). The possible
ranges in scores were as follows: for total scores 0–57; safety, smoking, and alcohol use 0–12;
drug use was 0–15; and sexual engagement was 0–6.
State and Trait Anxiety Inventory. The State and Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI)
(Spielberger et al., 1983) was used as to measure state and trait anxiety. The scale consists of 40
statements and participants responded to each statement using a four-point Likert scale indicating
how frequently they engaged in a behavior ranging from “almost never”, scored as a 1 to “almost
always” scored as a 4. Twenty statements concerned current feelings (state anxiety) and 20
statements concerned general feelings (trait anxiety). State (range = 20–80), and trait (range =
20–80) scores were calculated for each participant.
Data Analysis
Calculations of reaction time, interference effect, PES, Gratton effect, error rates, analysis
and measurement of ERPs (CRN, ERN, N2) were identical to that of Study 1. These scores were
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entered into ANOVAs to test for the significant effects (and interactions in face task) of Target
(face task only) and Congruency.
ERP amplitude as a predictor of behavior. Simple regression analyses were conducted
to determine if ERP amplitude (ERN, CRN, N2) was predicted by the behavioral responses
(overall errors and interference effect) on the relevant ERP task. Additionally, any internally
reliable (α > 0.7) self-report questionnaire scores were also used as predictors in regression
models for the ERN, CRN and N2 on each task. Self-report questionnaire scores were centered.
Each regression analysis consisted of an ERP amplitude as the outcome and a self-report
questionnaire total score (SSS, STAI, and Health Risk Survey) as a predictor.
For all analyses, a Greenhouse-Geisser correction for violations of sphericity was applied
when appropriate. Uncorrected degrees of freedom and corrected p-values were reported for
simplicity.
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Chapter 7: Study 2 Results
Behavioral Data
Table 10 shows error rates, reaction times, and ERN, CRN, and N2 amplitudes for letter
targets. Table 11 shows error rates, reaction times, and ERN, CRN, and N2 amplitudes for face
targets. Table 12 shows post-error slowing for letter and face targets. Table 13 shows the Gratton
effect results for letter and face targets.
Letters. Participants made more errors to incongruent (M = 16.69 %, SD = 13.64) than
congruent letter targets (M = 13.14 %, SD = 14.20), F(1, 29) = 17.30, p < .001, ηp2 = .37.
Participants had slower RTs to incongruent (M = 489.63 ms, SD = 69.38) than congruent letter
targets (M = 472.23 ms, SD = 67.98), F(1, 29) = 19.11, p < .001, ηp2 = .40. There was marginally
more PES when the post-error stimulus was incongruent (M = 45.51 ms, SD = 67.04), compared
to when it was congruent (M = 25.63 ms, SD = 85.24), F(1, 29) = 3.61, p = .07, ηp2 = .11. For the
Gratton effect, there was a significant interaction between S1 and S2 congruency, F(1, 29) =
9.25, p = .005, ηp2 = .24. The Gratton effect was found only for congruent S2 trials; RTs were
faster when they were preceded by a congruent S1 stimulus (cC: M = 454.41 ms, SD = 77.85)
than by an incongruent one (iC: M = 472.16 ms, SD = 71.76), F(1, 29) = 10.03, p = .004, ηp2 =
.26. However, when S2 was incongruent, there was no evidence of the Gratton effect; there were
no significant differences between iI and cI (F < 1, p > .1).
Faces. There were no significant main effects of Target or Congruency on error rate (F <
1, p > .1). However, there was a significant interaction between Target and Congruency, F(1, 29)
= 8.07, p = .008, ηp2 = .22. Happy congruent targets (M = 16.32 %, SD = 12.12) elicited fewer
errors than happy incongruent targets (M = 17.50 %, SD = 11.86), F(1, 29) = 7.98, p = .008, ηp2
= .22. There were no significant differences in error rates between fearful congruent and
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incongruent; happy and fearful congruent targets, or happy and fearful incongruent targets (F <
2, p > .1).
Happy targets (M = 539.20 ms, SD = 70.14) elicited faster RTs than fearful targets (M =
556.28 ms, SD = 72.92), F(1, 29) = 12.29, p = .002, ηp2 = .30. RTs were faster for congruent (M
= 543.30 ms, SD = 71.19) than incongruent targets (M = 552.18 ms, SD = 70.42), F(1, 29) =
8.35, p = .007, ηp2 = .22. There was a significant interaction between Target and Congruency,
F(1, 29) = 5.75, p = .02, ηp2 = .17. Follow-up ANOVAs revealed RTs for congruent happy faces
(M = 531.94 ms, SD = 72.89) were faster than for incongruent happy faces (M = 546.47 ms, SD
= 68.91), F(1, 29) = 14.08, p = .001, ηp2 = .33, with no significant difference between congruent
and incongruent fearful targets (F < 1, p > .1). Happy congruent (M = 531.94 ms, SD = 72.89)
targets were responded to faster than fearful congruent (M = 554.67 ms, SD = 72.45) targets, F(1,
29) = 17.60, p < .001, ηp2 = .38. Happy (M = 546.47 ms, SD = 68.91) were responded to
significantly faster than fearful (M = 557.89 ms, SD = 74.93) incongruent targets, F(1, 29) =
4.47, p = .04, ηp2 = .13.
There were no significant effects of Target or Congruency on PES (F > 2, p > .1). There
was no significant effect of S1 congruency, indicated there was no Gratton effect (F < 1, p > .1),
for the face flanker task.
Questionnaires. Internal validity measured by Cronbach’s alpha for SSS total scores was
only .64, however, when the Boredom Susceptibility subtest scores were dropped, internal
validity showed a marked increase to .71. Therefore, all regression analyses were performed
using a modified Total SSS scores, i.e., summed scores from Experience seeking, Disinhibition,
and Thrill seeking subscales only. For STAI-state scores α =.79 while STAI-trait scores α =.65.
Therefore, only STAI state scores were used in the analyses. For the Health Risk Survey α =.69.
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When one question, (have you ever tried cigarette smoking, even one or two puffs?) was dropped
from the analysis, Cronbach’s alpha increased to .76. Therefore, we dropped the question from
the total and used this modified total score (n = 18 questions) was used in the regression
analyses. Shapiro-Wilks normality tests showed that the self-report behaviors scores that were
used in the regression analyses were normally distributed. As can be seen in Table 15
correlations between the various self-report measures were not significant.
ERPs
Figure 7Figure 8, Figure 9 show headmaps for the grand averaged ERN, difference of
CRN from ERN, and N2 respectively, for the incongruent and congruent conditions in the letter
and face task. Figure 10, Figure 11, and Figure 12 show the corresponding ERN, CRN, and N2
waveforms respectively, for the incongruent and congruent conditions in the face and letter task.
Error! Reference source not found. and Error! Reference source not found. contain the me
an ERN, CRN, and N2 amplitudes for the letter and face task, respectively.
ERN. Letters. There was a significant effect of Electrode, F(4, 116) = 25.36, p < .001,
ηp2 = .47. The ERN was most negative at FCz (M = -2.93 μV, SD = 2.72) and at FCz there was
no significant difference in ERN amplitude related to Congruency (F < 1, p > .1).
Faces. There was a significant effect of Electrode, F(4, 116) = 4.82, p = .02, ηp2 = .14;
the ERN was most negative at FCz (M = -.46 μV, SD = 2.26). There were no significant main
effects or interactions for Target and Congruency on ERN amplitude (F < 2, p > .1).
CRN. Letters. For the CRN, there was a significant effect of Electrode, F(4, 116) =
29.50, p < .001, ηp2 = .50. The CRN was most negative at Fz (M = 1.23 μV, SD = 2.04) and there
was no significant effect of Congruency on CRN amplitude, (F < 1, p > .1). It should be noted
that 9 out of 30 participants were scored as 0 for no measureable CRN.
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Faces. For the CRN, there was a significant effect of Electrode, F(4, 116) = 10.20, p =
.001, ηp2 = .26. The CRN was most negative at Fz (M = 2.49 μV, SD = 2.22). At Fz, incongruent
targets (M = 2.36 μV, SD = 2.26) elicited marginally more negative CRNs than congruent targets
(M = 2.63, SD = 2.26), F(1, 29) = 3.15, p = .09, ηp2 = .10. There were no significant effects or
interactions for Target (F < 2, p > .1).
N2. Letters. There was a significant effect of Electrode, F(4, 116) = 24.30, p < .001, ηp2
= .46. The N2 was most negative at Fz (M = -2.00 μV, SD = 2.19). N2 amplitudes to
incongruent targets (M = -2.52 μV, SD = 1.66) were significantly more negative than congruent
targets (M = -1.50, SD = 2.41), F(1, 29) = 26.35, p < .001, ηp2 = .48.
Faces. There was a marginally significant effect of Electrode, F(4, 116) = .05, ηp2 = .12.
The N2 was most negative at FCz (M = 3.04 μV, SD = 1.77). When examining amplitude at FCz,
there was a marginally significant effect of Congruency, F(1, 29) = 4.17, p = .05, ηp2 = .13.
Incongruent targets (M = -2.43 μV, SD = 1.65) produced more negative N2s than congruent
targets (M = -2.23 μV, SD = 1.70). There was no interaction between Target and Congruency, (p
> .1)
ERPs as predictors of error rates and interference effect on the ERP task
Shapiro-Wilks normality tests showed that the ERN and N2 were normally distributed.
Neither interference effects nor post-error slowing on the letter and face task were predicted by
the ERN or N2 amplitudes (all p-values greater than .10).
The relationship between the CRN and behavioral measures on the ERP task was not
investigated because 9 of the 30 participants did not have measureable CRNs.
For the letter task, only the amplitude of the incongruent ERNs were correlated with error
rates. This was a positive correlation i.e., less negative ERNs predicted more errors and
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explained 19% of the variance. For the face task, only the amplitude of the incongruent happy
ERN significantly predicted face errors (11% of variance) and as with the letter task, this was a
positive association. Note, because these ERP components were highly correlated with each
other this (and sample size) precluded using them as predictors in multiple regression models.
ERPs as predictors of the Sensation Seeking Scale, STAI, and Health Risk Behavior Survey
Table 14 shows descriptive statistics for the Sensation Seeking Scale (SSS), STAI, and
the Health Risk Survey. Table 15 shows the correlation matrix for the self-report measures that
were deemed to be internally reliable (α > .7) i.e., the modified total scores for SSS and Health
Risk Survey; and STAI-state. None of the measures were significantly correlated with each
other.
Regression models showed that there were no significant relationships between ERN and
N2 amplitudes and the modified Sensation Seeking Scale total or for the modified Health Risk
Survey total (p > .1). There were also no significant relationships between ERN and N2
amplitudes and STAI state scores (p > .1).
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Chapter 8: Study 2 Discussion
We examined error rates, reaction time, the interference effect, and the amplitude of three
ERP components: the stimulus-related N2 and response-related ERN and CRN in emerging
adults, using two flanker tasks that differed in emotional context: the traditional letter flanker and
the emotional face flanker task. We also collected questionnaire data for the Sensation Seeking
Scale (Zuckerman et al., 1978), the State and Trait Anxiety Inventory (Spielberger et al., 1983),
and a health risk behavior survey adapted from the CDC, with the goal of looking at the
relationship between the amplitude of the ERP components and scores on these measures.
Behavioral findings
Participants showed evidence of the classic flanker effect (Eriksen & Eriksen, 1974) in
the letter task—more errors and slower reaction times for incongruent compared to congruent
targets—which has been reported in numerous previous studies in emerging adults (Boksem,
Tops, Wester, Meijman, & Lorist, 2006; Franken et al., 2010; Larson & Clayson, 2011; Luijten
et al., 2011; Santesso & Segalowitz, 2008), adults (Grose-Fifer et al., 2013; Zheng et al., 2014),
mixed groups of adults and emerging adults (Bartholow et al., 2005; Ladouceur et al., 2007;
Maier et al., 2011; Rass et al., 2014), adolescents (Davies et al., 2004; Grose-Fifer et al., 2013;
Henderson, 2010; Ladouceur et al., 2004, 2007; Santesso & Segalowitz, 2008), and even
children (Arbel & Donchin, 2011; Henderson, 2010).
The emotional face flanker task showed an interaction between Congruency and Target
for both error rates and reaction time, the congruency effect (fewer errors and faster reaction
times to congruent than to incongruent trials) was present for happy face targets, but not fearful
ones. This finding was consistent with the results of other studies with undergraduates that used
positive and negative cartoon faces (Fenske & Eastwood, 2003; Horstmann et al., 2006);
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photographs of reassuring (happy and surprised) and threatening angry and disgusted) faces
(Moser et al., 2008) and was consistent with findings from a previous study in our lab with
adolescents (11–17 years) and adults (23–35 years) that used the same basic tasks as this study
(Grose-Fifer et al., 2013). Our results were in keeping with studies that showed fearful or
negative faces were significantly more distracting than happy faces (Fenske & Eastwood, 2003;
Grose-Fifer et al., 2013; Horstmann et al., 2006; Moser et al., 2008). Fearful faces often signal
possible threat so rapid orienting to a fearful face may be a means of survival or preservation
(Fenske & Eastwood, 2003; Grose-Fifer et al., 2013; Horstmann et al., 2006). On the other hand,
we found happy faces elicited faster reaction times than fearful faces. Speeded reaction times to
positive relative to negative faces have also been reported in other studies that used flanker tasks
with emerging adults, (Fenske & Eastwood, 2003; Horstmann et al., 2006) and adolescents and
adults (Grose-Fifer et al., 2013). These studies support the ideas that happy faces are perceived
as being more approachable than fearful faces. Two additional studies investigated inhibitory
processing that used go/no-go paradigms suggested this phenomenon was present relatively early
in development and persisted into adulthood. Adolescents (13–18 years) had more difficulty
inhibiting responses to happy faces than both children (5–12 years) and adults (19–28 years)
(Tottenham et al., 2011) and a group of 7–32-year-olds responded faster to happy faces (Hare et
al., 2008).
Evidence for the sequential congruency or Gratton effect was partially found in the letter
task, but was not present in the face task. For the letter task, congruent targets were responded to
faster when they were preceded by a congruent target rather than an incongruent target
(Bartholow et al., 2005; Gratton et al., 1992). However, contrary to the hypothesized result
(Gratton et al., 1992), incongruent targets were not responded to faster when preceded by
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incongruent targets. These findings may be partially explained by the proportion congruency
effect (Bartholow et al., 2005; Gratton et al., 1992; Schmidt, 2013)—a greater proportion of
congruent to incongruent trials within a study elicited a larger interference effect. As the
proportion of incongruent trials increased, it was therefore likely that the RT to congruent trials
increases while RT to incongruent trials decreases. Also, others have shown the Gratton effect
was sensitive to repetition of stimuli; thus it was more likely to be found when stimuli repeat
exactly (HHHHH followed by HHHHH) than when stimuli do not repeat exactly (HHHHH
followed by SSSSS) (Davelaar & Stevens, 2009). Given the randomization of stimuli in our
experiment it was unlikely that there were very many exact repeats of trials, which may explain
why we found little evidence for the Gratton effect, especially in the face flanker task. There
have been several different accounts for why the Gratton effect occurs. Schmidt (2013)
contended that learning over the course of the entire experiment plays an important role. Gratton
suggested the sequential congruency effect rests on the anticipation that the next stimulus would
be the same (Gratton et al., 1992), whereas the conflict adaptation model postulated high conflict
in the current trial elicited a conflict monitoring response which spills over into the next trial
(Botvinick et al., 2001). Instead, Schmidt (2013) suggested the Gratton effect was due to
contingency learning developed over the course of the experiment. In our study, CC trial
sequences were especially rare and so may increase their salience, which Schmidt (2013)
suggested should increase the Gratton effect for S2 congruent trials. This type of conflict
adaptation required participants to have sufficient time on the task in order to recognize the
higher-order conflict. Indeed, in our rather lengthy experiment, we found evidence for the
Gratton effect for S2 congruent trials, but not incongruent ones.
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For both the letter and face task, post-error slowing (PES), which was calculated by
subtracting the reaction time for correct responses after a correct response from correct responses
after an error was made, was present in both the letter and face task, as indicated by positive PES
values. PES was shown in many studies that used the flanker task including those with emerging
adult samples (Franken et al., 2010; Larson & Clayson, 2011), in children and adults (Davies et
al., 2004; Ladouceur et al., 2007), and with groups older than 25 years (Maier et al., 2011; Rass
et al., 2014; Zheng et al., 2014). PES was postulated to show increased allocation of cognitive
resources toward improving performance (Dutilh et al., 2012b).
ERP findings
For the ERN, there were no effects of congruency in the letter task, which contrasts with
the results of Study 1, in which we found incongruent trials elicited ERNs were marginally more
negative than on congruent trials for the adult group, but not for adolescents. Therefore, it is
possible the ERN congruency effect increases with age from 13–25 years. However, assessing
the veracity of this claim was difficult because many studies that used the flanker task have not
reported ERN values for both congruent and incongruent trials or were ambiguous about how
congruency affected the ERNs (Franken et al., 2010; Ladouceur et al., 2007; Rass et al., 2014;
Zheng et al., 2014).
The ERN in the face task showed no significant effects of either Target or Congruency,
nor any interactions between these factors. Again, this contrasted with the findings of Study 1 in
which we reported a significant effect of congruency, such that ERNs to congruent targets were
more negative than those to incongruent targets. It was more difficult to postulate why we did
not replicate the finding in our second study, since unlike the letter flanker task, the congruency
effect was robust in both adults and adolescents. It was also difficult to compare our results to
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other face flanker studies, as some did not measure the ERN (Dickter & Bartholow, 2010; Liu et
al., 2013; Moser et al., 2008), or did not report the effect of congruency on the ERN (Munro,
Dywan, Harris, McKee, Unsal, & Segalowitz, 2007).
For the CRN, there was no effect of congruency for the letter task, which was in line with
the results of Study 1, however, we had nine participants with a CRN that was not measureable
and the results may not be reliable. Again, it was difficult to compare this finding with other
studies; many ERN studies that used the flanker task, either did not report on the CRN directly or
reported a subtraction between the ERN and CRN waveform (Luijten et al., 2011; Rass et al.,
2014; Zheng et al., 2014), or had not reported effects of congruency (Ladouceur et al., 2007;
Larson & Clayson, 2011; Santesso & Segalowitz, 2008). However, (Bartholow et al., 2005)
showed no difference in CRN amplitude elicited by congruent and incongruent targets when
there were more incongruent than congruent trials in the experiment.
For the face task, we found marginally more negative CRNs to incongruent targets
compared to congruent targets. These results were somewhat in line with the results from Study
1, which showed adults had significantly more negative CRNs to incongruent than congruent
targets for the face flanker task. Moser et al. (2008), used an emotional face flanker task similar
to the current study, also found more negative CRNs for incongruent compared to congruent
trials in emerging adults. It was hypothesized (Botvinick et al., 2001; Friedman et al., 2009;
Holroyd & Coles, 2002) that the CRN measures the evaluation of stimulus-related conflict
between congruent and incongruent trials; this interpretation was supported by the current results
because we found more negative ERPs for incongruent trials, which had greater stimulus conflict
than congruent trials.
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For the N2, the letter task elicited more negative N2s to incongruent targets than
congruent, which was the same finding as in Study 1, similarly for the face task, the N2 was
more negative for incongruent than congruent targets which did not replicate the results of Study
1, where there was no effect of congruency (nor any interaction with age). However, our ability
to detect an effect of congruency in the face task in study 1 may have been affected by the fact
that adolescents showed a slightly different topographical distribution than adults, and so in
Study 1 we measured the N2 over two electrodes instead of one as in Study 2. Generally, our
Study 2 results were supported by a variety of N2 studies with flanker tasks that included letters
(Bartholow et al., 2005; Franken et al., 2010; Heil et al., 2000; Kopp et al., 1996; Larson &
Clayson, 2011), and emotional face flankers (Liu et al., 2013). Some suggested the N2 may
index neural effort associated with cognitive control (Folstein & Van Petten, 2008; Lamm et al.,
2006; Ridderinkhof et al., 2004) and/or stimulus evaluation and conflict monitoring (Folstein &
Van Petten, 2008; Gehring et al., 1993), all of which were likely to be greater for incongruent
than for congruent targets.
ERPs and task performance
The ERN was found to be a good predictor of error rates on the flanker tasks. Error rates
on the letter task were predicted by the ERN amplitude to incongruent trials and error rates on
the face task were predicted by the ERN amplitude to incongruent happy face trials. Both these
relationships were positive and indicated less negative ERNs predicted more errors, and were
consistent with several other studies in a mix of adults and emerging adults, in which error rates
were correlated with the amplitude of the ERN such that greater number of errors were
associated with less negative ERNs (Hajcak et al., 2003b; Maier et al., 2011; Pieters et al., 2007).
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However, some studies with similar populations, had also found no relationship between ERN
amplitude and error rates (Falkenstein et al., 2000; Mathewson et al., 2005).
Our results were consistent with the reinforcement learning (RL) theory of the ERN
(Holroyd & Coles, 2002). As the RL theory suggests, the ERN is a reflection of dopaminergic
signals from the midbrain (Eppinger et al., 2008; Holroyd & Coles, 2002; Nieuwenhuis et al.,
2004), in which phasic decreases in dopamine in the basal ganglia, disinhibit neurons in the
ACC, causing the classic ERN we see when participants make an error in the task at hand
(Eppinger et al., 2008; Holroyd & Coles, 2002; Nieuwenhuis et al., 2004). In the current study,
the ERNs were associated with the greatest conflict within each task—those elicited by the
incongruent happy face trials and incongruent letter trials were the responses that best predicted
performance and therefore may be better indicators of self-regulation than ERNs elicited on trials
with relatively low conflict.
It may be somewhat surprising that PES was not found to be significantly correlated with
any ERP measures. PES may be a multi-construct measure, susceptible to factors not controlled
or not well understood (Dutilh et al., 2012a; Dutilh et al., 2012b), as most studies that report ERP
measures had also reported PES on tasks that used a variety of methods (Aarts & Pourtois, 2010;
Davies et al., 2004; Franken et al., 2010; Hajcak et al., 2003a; Ladouceur et al., 2007; Larson &
Clayson, 2011; Luijten et al., 2011; Maier et al., 2011; Santesso & Segalowitz, 2008; Zheng et
al., 2014), however, most had found null correlative measures between PES and ERP measures
(Aarts & Pourtois, 2010; Davies et al., 2004; Franken et al., 2010; Hajcak et al., 2003a; Maier et
al., 2011; Santesso & Segalowitz, 2008; Zheng et al., 2014). Perhaps increased understanding
about the parameters that affect PES may help to understand if and how this measure can be
correlated with ERPs.
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ERPs as a biomarker of self-regulation
Somewhat disappointingly, we found no ERP correlated with independent self-report
measures associated with self-regulation. These findings contrasted with other studies that
showed risk-taking to be associated with less negative ERNs. For example, Santesso and
Segalowitz (2009) found ERN amplitude in a traditional flanker task in 18–19 year-old males
was negatively correlated with Sensation Seeking Scale (Zuckerman et al., 1978) total scores and
risk propensity (a composite score of risk-taking, SSS, and sensitivity to reward), such that
increased scores were associated with less negative ERNs. Zheng et al. (2014) also found the
same pattern between the ERN in a traditional flanker task and Sensation Seeking Scale total
scores in male and female emerging adults and adults. Zheng et al. (2014) categorized their
participants as high and low sensation seeking based on the highest and lowest scores of the
Sensation Seeking Scale (Zuckerman et al., 1978). On a related note, members of risk-taking
populations, such as people who were dependent on cocaine, alcohol, or showed a propensity for
gambling, also showed attenuated ERNs compared to healthy controls (Luijten et al., 2014),
however, it must be noted that this narrative review only reported studies using a go/no-go or
stop-signal paradigm. In contrast, Larson and Clayson (2011) showed increased scores on a
composite measure of attention and executive function correlated with more negative ERNs in
their sample of mostly emerging adults. Again, this suggested participants who had good
executive function (and were therefore less likely to be impulsive) had more negative ERNs.
Notably, most studies that found a relationship between ERN and risk-taking used a different
research approach than the current study. Unlike our study where we had a high percentage of
female (70 %) participants, Santesso and Segalowitz (2009) used only male participants who
have been shown to engage in more risky behaviors than females. Animal studies have also
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shown sensation seeking represents a sexually dimorphic construct as reflected by sex
differences in mesencephalic dopamine levels and so significant relationships between ERN
amplitudes and sensation seeking/risk-taking may be larger in males than in females (Spear,
2000; Walker, Rooney, Wightman, & Kuhn, 1999). Although Zheng et al. (2014) investigated
the relationship in both males and females, they used sensation seeking as a categorical variable
and chose participants from extreme ends of the scale; and Luijten et al. (2014), in their review
compared healthy controls to those with drug abuse problems. These approaches may have led to
larger effect sizes than in the current study.
We hypothesized we would find more negative ERN amplitudes in participants with high
trait anxiety as measured by the STAI, but our results did not confirm the hypothesis, there was
no relationship between ERN amplitude and STAI scores. The hypothesis was based on other
studies that showed more negative ERNs were associated with conditions linked to excessive
worrying, such as OCD and Generalized Anxiety Disorder and trait anxiety measured using a
variety of methods (for a review see meta-analysis by Moser et al., 2013). In their meta-analysis
of 37 studies, Moser et al. (2013) showed more negative ERNs were associated with higher
levels of anxiety among both patients and healthy volunteers, however only a couple of the
studies included in their analysis used STAI scores to measure anxiety (Aarts & Pourtois, 2010;
Larson & Clayson, 2011), and one calculated a composite score of “negative affect” that
included STAI and other measures (Larson & Clayson, 2011). Moser et al. (2013) suggested that
the STAI measures both anxious apprehension and anxious arousal, therefore may show a
weaker relationship with ERN amplitude than other measures focused on anxious apprehension,
like the Penn State Worry Questionnaire. Additionally, the relationship between anxiety and
ERN amplitude in our study may be confounded by gender as another meta-analysis suggested
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the relationship had only been consistently found in female participants, but not males (Moser et
al., 2016). Importantly, some studies investigated the relationship between anxiety and ERN
amplitude in a flanker task have used a between-groups design and categorized participants
based on extreme scores of the anxiety measure (Aarts & Pourtois, 2010; Gehring et al., 2000;
Hajcak et al., 2003a) dichotomizing the groups provided optimal opportunities for, sometimes
spurious, significant results, due to loss of information especially in samples where there were
more participants who score on one end of the scale (Altman & Royston, 2006). All of these
factors may help to explain our null finding for the relationship between the STAI and the ERN.
Additionally, we found N2 amplitudes did not predict task performance or scores on SSS,
STAI, or health risk survey. To my knowledge, relatively few studies have looked at the
relationship between the N2 on a flanker task and self-regulatory behaviors on self-report
measures. Lamm et al., found the N2 in a go/no-go task predicted performance on self-report
measures of the Iowa Gambling Task, and Stroop task in 7–16-year-old children (Lamm et al.,
2006). Furthermore, a few other studies found no correlations of N2 with task performance in
either letter flanker (Franken et al., 2010; Luijten et al., 2011), or face flanker (Moser et al.,
2008) tasks in emerging adults.
Conclusion
Although the ERN (and CRN), and N2 have been conceptualized as biomarkers of selfregulation, mounting evidence suggests only the ERN (and possibly the CRN) are likely to fulfill
this role. All three components are thought to arise from the ACC, however, the N2 appears to be
dissociable from the CRN and the N2. In their review of the N2, Folstein and Van Petten (2008)
argued the anterior N2 should be divided into at least two separate components that either reflect
control (such as in a flanker-like task) or mismatch-related processes in an oddball task. They
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suggested the control-related N2 component, may reflect similar processes to the ERN.
However, we (and others) found the N2 and ERN showed different relationships with behavior
on the ERP tasks (Bartholow et al., 2005; Yeung & Cohen, 2006); and some have found no
relationship between N2 and the ERP task performance (Franken et al., 2010; Luijten et al.,
2011; Moser et al., 2008). For example, alcohol use reduced the amplitude of the ERN, but not
the N2 (Yeung & Cohen, 2006). Yeung and Cohen (2006) concluded that the N2 is elicited as a
consequence of processing task-irrelevant stimulus information (attention is drawn to the
flanking stimuli in incongruent trials which feeds forward to response layer to activate the
incorrect response) whereas the ERN was elicited as a consequence of processing stimulus-target
information or the ability to overcome response conflict between correct and incorrect responses.
Additionally, the CRN and ERN have been shown to be sensitive to both response conflict (more
negative ERPs on incongruent compared to congruent trials), and response strategy (more
negative ERPs elicited by infrequently occurring trials regardless of congruency), therefore, it is
possible they reflect more similar processes to each other than the N2 (Bartholow et al., 2005).
The N2 on the letter flanker task has been shown to be not influenced by stimulus probability
and more independent of top-down processes related to task strategy (Bartholow et al., 2005).
Although the CRN, has often been touted as a component of stimulus-related conflict, it may be
more related to assessing task parameters such as congruency expectancy (Bartholow et al.,
2005), which leads to response strategy selection. As Bartholow et al. (2005) suggest, the CRN
may be an indicator of using a “correct response-incorrect strategy”, in addition to response
conflict. Additional evidence of dissociation between ERN and CRN was found by Hajcak et al.
(2005) who showed that motivational salience (such as being rewarded for correct responses)
increased ERN amplitude while motivation had no effect on the CRN. Thus it appears these three
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components may reflect different, but related processes (Bartholow et al., 2005; Yeung & Cohen,
2006).
Limitations and future directions
The lack of heterogeneity of our sample was likely the largest contributor to our null
findings for the relationships between ERP (ERN and N2) amplitudes and sensation seeking,
risk-taking and anxiety, and this may have been exacerbated by the relatively small sample size,
and possibly by the use of a predominantly undergraduate sample (Jones, 2010). Although no
studies to my knowledge have directly compared sensation seeking and risk taking differences
between college students and general population between 18-25 years, there are studies to
suggest that skills necessary for college such as analytical thinking, and evaluating value over
time (Barber, 2005; Björkman, 1984), may lead to less risk engagement in this population.
The lack of variability in responses was evident from the large number of questions (about half)
dropped from the Health Risk Survey due to no variability and high number of questions in
which only one or two participants contributed to the variability. Although the data for the
Sensation Seeking Scale were normally distributed, we still did not find ERP amplitude predicted
behavior. As discussed above this may be because we used both male and female participants
and did not have large numbers of participants at the extremes of the scale. Similarly, although
the STAI state data were normally distributed we found no relationship between STAI trait
scores and ERN amplitude, and STAI trait data were not internally reliable. Other flanker studies
have found relationships between ERPs and self-report measures of behavior such as anxiety
(Aarts & Pourtois, 2010; Gehring et al., 2000; Hajcak et al., 2003a) or risk-taking (Zheng et al.,
2014) often used the behavioral measure as a categorical rather than a continuous variable. This
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suggested the effect size for such relationships was relatively small, and so would only be seen if
the sample was very large.
In addition, it was possible our measures of risk-taking behaviors and trait anxiety did not
adequately capture these behaviors in our sample, due to the multidimensionality of the health
risk survey and the STAI. For the measure of anxiety, unidimensional measures, such as the
Penn State Worry Questionnaire (Meyer, Miller, Metzger, & Borkovec, 1990) may be better than
STAI, to see a relationship between ERP amplitude and anxiety (Moser et al., 2013).
Additionally, the Health Risk Survey used in the current study was modified from the Youth
Risk Behavior Surveillance Survey, which was shown to be both reliable and valid for
adolescents and used extensively nationally by the Centers for Disease Control (Brener, Kann,
McManus, Kinchen, Sundberg, & Ross, 2002; Kolbe, Kann, & Collins, 1993). However, the
original survey was intended for younger participants than the sample that was tested here. The
revision may need to be examined for reliability and validity for an older sample.
It was difficult to compare the relationships between ERN, CRN, and N2 with other
studies because most studies did not report all three in the same study. However, the few studies
that compared these measures showed important differences among these responses that were
thought to arise from the same brain area. To fully understand these functional differences, going
forward, it will be important to standardize reporting procedures such that in a flanker task, the
amplitudes of the ERN, CRN, and N2, for both congruent and incongruent trials are included.
Also, it would be helpful to compare how these component vary across self-regulation tasks, like
the flanker, Stroop, and go/no-go paradigms.
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General Discussion and Conclusion
Overall, for Study 1, we found support for our hypothesis that adolescents would be
disproportionately affected by the emotional task compared to adults with our ERP data but not
in our behavioral results. We had expected to replicate the findings from a previous behavioral
study in adolescents and adults, which used shorter versions of both tasks Grose-Fifer, et al.,
(2013), who found that adolescents were more distracted by fearful face flankers than adults.
Instead, we found that adolescents made marginally more errors on both the letter and the face
task than adults. Follow-up analyses confirmed that the extended length of the experiment may
have led to ego-depletion that increased error rates in adolescents when the letter task was
performed after the face task. Also, it appears that the lengthy experiment may have resulted in
habituation to the emotional faces, leading to greater variability in responses in adolescents
compared to adults. These findings indicate that increased time on task may be a confounding
variable when comparing adolescent performance to that of adults. Ego-depletion is theorized as
a breakdown of sustained cognitive control over time, and this breakdown is typically faster in
adolescents than adults (Baumeister et al., 1998). On the other hand, exposure over time to
fearful face stimuli has been theorized to cause desensitization or habituation, such that these
faces are perceived as less threatening”. In adolescents, this kind of desensitization typically
takes longer than for adults (Cauffman et al., 2010; Hare et al., 2008). However, it was clear
when the data were analyzed across blocks that by the eighth block fearful face flankers were no
longer as effective in capturing the attention of adolescents. Taken together, these results suggest
that methods examining cognitive control, using the ERN, involving adolescents or other special
populations should be sensitive to paradigm length, whether using a more cognitive task or an
affective task.
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For Study 2, our interest was primarily in testing the claim that the ERN and N2 could be
used as biomarkers, or biological signals of the psychological state associated with increased
risk. In other words, how well does the physiological state predict the psychological state. For
example, if someone has a large ERN, we assume that this is because the brain recognizes “an
error was made” and then signals other areas to correct the error. The results of Study 2, did not
confirm that the ERN or N2 are good biomarkers of risk-prone behavior. Lack of heterogeneity
exasperated by a small sample size may have been the largest contributor to null results for Study
2. Although our scores were normally distributed and most questionnaire data showed good
internal validity, our sample consisted mostly of undergraduate college students. Skills necessary
to succeed in college such as analytical thinking, and evaluating value over time (Barber, 2005;
Björkman, 1984), may lead to less risk engagement in this population. Additionally, many
studies that have used self-report measures associated with risk-taking have dichotomized the
groups (Aarts & Pourtois, 2010; Gehring et al., 2000; Hajcak et al., 2003a) creating increased
opportunity for spurious positive findings (Altman & Royston, 2006), and some studies have
shown gender differences by testing only male participants (Santesso & Segalowitz, 2009), or
females (Moser et al., 2016). These results suggest that to see significant correlations between
self-report measures and ERPs, a very large sample size would be needed, in the typical collegeaged, mixed gender population,
Overall, it may be prudent to consider alternative ways to tap emotional factors
associated with decision-making and risk-taking in all populations tested, but especially for
adolescents. Clear evidence was shown in this dissertation for habituation and ego-depletion in
the target age-group. In future, using a paradigm that relies on titrated performance could
potentially shorten the length of the experiment, alternatively one might use a letter flanker task
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with monetary incentives to increase the likelihood of detecting age-related vulnerabilities in an
ERP paradigm.
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Tables and Figures
Table 1
Mean error rates (%) and mean reaction time (ms) for each condition for adolescents and adults.
Standard deviations in parentheses.
Error Rates

RT

Target

Adolescents

Adults

Adolescents

Adults

Letters congruent
Letters incongruent
Happy congruent
Happy incongruent
Fearful congruent
Fearful incongruent

10.83 (10.52)
14.48 (12.11)
15.46 (8.80)
17.73 (10.57)
17.94 (10.91)
17.37 (10.64)

5.45 (5.18)
8.86 (5.68)
13.49 (11.88)
15.03 (11.08)
13.35 (13.24)
12.29 (11.49)

486.78 (63.58)
512.74 (68.65)
536.97 (82.23)
554.50 (76.94)
555.86 (89.55)
562.96 (87.79)

459.40 (82.03)
484.88 (82.00)
536.58 (79.22)
550.65 (78.26)
551.35 (83.44)
555.45 (78.70)

Table 2
Mean interference effect (ms) for each target for adolescents and adults. Standard deviations in
parentheses.
Target
Letters
Happy
Fearful

Adolescents
24.96 (19.26)
17.49 (17.57)
7.10 (13.22)

Adults
25.48 (16.35)
14.07 (18.73)
4.10 (12.80)
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Table 3
Mean post-error slowing (ms) for adolescents and adults. Standard deviations in parentheses.
Target
Letters congruent
Letters incongruent
Happy congruent
Happy incongruent
Fearful congruent
Fearful incongruent

Adolescents

Adults

46.38 (68.93)
52.63 (60.72)
36.20 (49.53)
41.22 (52.35)
45.95 (60.07)
42.88 (53.38)

49.42 (55.44)
50.72 (60.85)
35.93 (67.67)
45.12 (47.11)
51.46 (46.56)
43.00 (50.70)

Note. PES was calculated on correct S2 trials by subtracting the mean RT on trials preceded by a
correct response from the mean RT on trials preceded by an incorrect response, therefore
positive values show evidence of post-error slowing.
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Table 4
Gratton Effect (ms) for mean correct responses to S2 indexed by S1 for adolescents and adults.
Standard deviations in parentheses.
Condition

Adolescents

Adults

iI
Letters
Happy
Fearful

505.01 (69.25)
547.60 (72.71)
555.08 (90.10)

482.58 (81.83)
547.52 (82.07)
551.15 (72.02)

Letters
Happy
Fearful

506.10 (64.87)
550.28 (75.87)
554.16 (80.92)

481.72 (80.36)
548.56 (74.44)
563.11 (86.57)

Letters
Happy
Fearful

468.87 (53.57)
530.29 (74.86)
547.67 (98.04)

454.77 (84.18)
534.98 (78.70)
539.99 (94.91)

Letters
Happy
Fearful

480.15 (66.27)
548.80 (82.98)
548.80 (82.98)

454.38 (78.08)
536.10 (82.97)
548.32 (84.65)

cI

cC

iC

Note. Lower case letter codes for congruency of S1 trial (i= incongruent; c=congruent), upper
case letter codes for congruency of following S2 trial (I= incongruent; C=congruent),
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Table 5
Percentage of mean trials accepted for each ERN by condition for adolescents and adults.
Standard deviations in parentheses.
ERN Trials Accepted (%)
Target

Adolescents

Adults

Letters congruent
Letters incongruent
Happy congruent
Happy incongruent
Fearful congruent
Fearful incongruent

7.05 (5.76)
8.61 (5.94)
9.83 (5.64)
8.99 (5.07)
12.33 (7.02)
10.92 (5.04)

4.41 (3.86)
7.27 (4.42)
8.85 (5.84)
8.83 (5.26)
8.16 (7.07)
8.32 (7.58)

Note. Percentages were calculated with number of trials presented per condition

Table 6
Percentage of mean trials accepted for each CRN by condition for adolescents and adults.
Standard deviations in parentheses.
CRN Trials Accepted (%)
Target

Adolescents

Adults

Letters congruent
Letters incongruent
Happy congruent
Happy incongruent
Fearful congruent
Fearful incongruent

61.22 (20.79
58.52 (21.96)
55.03 (19.22)
39.62 (14.18)
52.74 (18.44)
52.19 (19.96)

68.96 (19.87)
65.10 (19.24)
55.76 (27.31)
40.07 (19.49)
55.35 (27.82)
55.85 (27/91)

Note. Percentages were calculated with number of trials presented per condition
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Table 7
Percentage of mean trials accepted for each N2 by condition for adolescents and adults.
Standard deviations in parentheses.
N2 Trials Accepted (%)
Target

Adolescents

Adults

Letters congruent
Letters incongruent
Happy congruent
Happy incongruent
Fearful congruent
Fearful incongruent

57.36 (23.94)
56.02 (24.87)
54.38 (21.45)
53.09 (22.45)
54.06 (21.73)
53.54 (22.38)

66.98 (20.70)
64.44 (20.23)
57.33 (27.15)
55.61 (27.37)
55.90 (29.05)
56.74 (28.73)

Note. Percentages were calculated with number of trials presented per condition
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Table 8
Mean amplitude (µV) for ERN, CRN and N2 for each condition for adolescents and adults.
Standard deviations in parentheses.
Target

Adolescents

Adults

-4.93 (3.83)
-3.03 (4.46)
-2.69 (3.75)
-1.76 (2.38)
-2.20 (3.69)
-2.02 (4.02)

-5.07 (2.88)
-6.45 (4.81)
-4.06 (3.49)
-3.96 (4.24)
-5.52 (5.03)
-4.36 (3.97)

Letters congruent
Letters incongruent
Happy congruent
Happy incongruent
Fearful congruent
Fearful incongruent
N2 – FCz

2.16 (3.47)
1.94 (2.97)
3.66 (4.41)
3.63 (4.63)
3.92 (4.21)
4.16 (4.51)

1.03 (1.36)
1.82 (1.81)
2.67 (3.06)
2.08 (2.51)
1.89 (2.01)
1.62 (2.14)

Letters congruent
Letters incongruent
N2 – Cz
Happy congruent
Happy incongruent
Fearful congruent
Fearful incongruent
N2 – CPz
Happy congruent
Happy incongruent
Fearful congruent
Fearful incongruent

-0.33 (2.71)
-2.42 (2.47)

-0.23 (2.32)
-1.43 (1.91)

-3.46 (3.94)
-3.67 (3.11)
-3.28 (3.07)
-3.92 (3.12)

-1.71 (2.41)
-1.92 (2.24)
-1.93 (2.27)
-1.64 (2.06)

-3.79 (3.97)
-3.85 (3.29)
-3.57 (3.28)
-4.09 (3.48)

-1.58 (2.20)
-1.79 (2.06)
-1.83 (2.12)
-1.68 (1.82)

ERN – FCz
Letters congruent
Letters incongruent
Happy congruent
Happy incongruent
Fearful congruent
Fearful incongruent
CRN – Fz

Note. ERP amplitudes were measured at the electrode(s) at which the amplitude was largest.
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Table 9
Pearson’s correlation coefficients (r) and p-values for bivariate correlations between ERN
amplitude and two measures: error rates and post-error slowing; for adolescents and adults.
Adolescents
Correlates

Adults

r

p

r

P

-.03
.19
.08
-.08
.32
.30

.91
.44
.75
.75
.20
.23

.15
.30
-.02
.10
-.11
.30

.55
.18
.95
.71
.67
.27

-.20
.10
-.08
.01
.27
.05

.42
.70
.76
.98
.28
.84

-.34
-.43
-.24
-.13
-.15
-.19

.19
.07
.34
.60
.55
.46

ERN and Error rates
Letters congruent
Letters incongruent
Happy congruent
Happy incongruent
Fearful congruent
Fearful incongruent
ERN and PES
Letters congruent
Letters incongruent
Happy congruent
Happy incongruent
Fearful congruent
Fearful incongruent

Table 10
Mean error rates (%,), mean reaction time (ms), and ERN, CRN, and N2 amplitudes for each
condition in the letter task, for emerging adults.
Congruent

Error Rate (%)
Reaction Time (ms)
ERN Amplitude FCz (μV)
CRN Amplitude Fz (μV)
N2 Amplitude FCz (μV)

Incongruent

M

SD

Range

M

SD

Range

13.15
472.23
-2.64
2.06
-1.26

14.20
67.98
3.31
2.48
2.55

2.5–69.23
317.26–644.88
-9.59–4.22
-3.56–6.42
-6.17–4.63

15.80
488.66
-3.71
1.95
-2.53

11.93
66.73
3.28
2.18
2.25

1.56–66.56
311.15–658.78
-12.06–1.81
-5.13–4.99
-8.08–1.69
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Table 11
Mean error rates (%), mean reaction time (ms), and ERN, CRN, and N2 amplitude for congruent
and incongruent targets for each condition for the face task, for emerging adults.
Happy

Error Rate (%)
Congruent
Incongruent
Reaction Time (ms)
Congruent
Incongruent
ERN Amplitude FCz (μV)
Congruent
Incongruent
CRN Amplitude Fz (μV)
Congruent
Incongruent
N2 Amplitude FCz (μV)
Congruent
Incongruent

Fearful

M

SD

Range

M

SD

Range

17.79
18.39

10.69
10.77

5–50.00
5.31–49.69

18.28
17.66

11.87
11.08

5.00–72.50
4.69–67.50

535.53
550.10

73.52
72.96

408.30–779.80
429.70–757.22

558.82
558.66

73.13
77.30

397.70–761.35
429.99–765.67

-1.82
-1.65

2.68
2.62

-7.42–3.31
-6.72–4.98

-2.64
-2.39

3.40
2.63

-8.70–2.90
-9.84–1.75

3.20
2.76

3.03
2.89

-2.7–6.75
-3.83–6.68

2.86
2.78

2.53
2.60

-2.04–6.19
-2.57–5.59

-2.42
-2.70

2.28
1.97

-6.5–2.2
-7.79–1.53

-2.25
-2.42

1.90
2.13

-6.59–1.21
-7.15–.39

Table 12
Mean post-error slowing (ms) for each condition for the letter and face task for emerging adults.
Target
Letters congruent
Letters incongruent
Happy congruent
Happy incongruent
Fearful congruent
Fearful incongruent

M

SD

Range

25.63
45.51
22.14
24.52
30.57
27.53

85.24
67.04
49.86
41.05
44.15
45.17

-196.73–207.00
-86.62–274.76
-56.07–128.35
-50.68–118.44
-67.82–112.2
-56.94–114.65

Note. PES was calculated on correct S2 trials by subtracting the mean RT on trials preceded by a
correct response from the mean RT on trials preceded by an incorrect response, therefore
positive values show evidence of post-error slowing.
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Table 13
Gratton Effect (ms) for mean correct responses to S2 indexed by S1 for emerging adults.
M
II
Letters
Happy
Fearful
CI
Letters
Happy
Fearful
CC
Letters
Happy
Fearful
IC
Letters
Happy
Fearful

SD

Range

480.67
543.18
551.83

69.95
72.73
78.01

313.27–666.36
397.93–740.54
401.84–771.08

483.28
546.94
552.01

69.08
73.54
74.43

304.11–678.44
436.93–758.27
422.98–745.75

454.75
534.27
546.51

71.16
65.51
86.07

220.00–664.81
443.83–756.12
284.00–767.39

470.81
528.24
554.80

69.70
74.20
67.56

317.80–662.78
410.90–778.43
442.18–751.75

Note. Lower case letter codes for congruency of S1 trial (i= incongruent; c=congruent), uppercase letter codes for congruency of following S2 trial (I= incongruent; C=congruent),
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Table 14
Descriptive statistics for Sensation Seeking Scale, State and Trait Anxiety Inventory, and Health
Risk Survey, for emerging adults.

Sensation Seeking Scale – total
Disinhibition
Boredom Susceptibility
Thrill Seeking
Experience Seeking
STAI – state
STAI - trait
Health Risk Survey (total score)
Safety
Smoking
Alcohol
Drugs
Sex

M

SD

Range

Skewness

Kurtosis

17.43
3.70
2.57
6.03
5.13
47.00
47.87
7.83
1.4
1.33
2.97
1.5
.63

4.68
2.10
1.81
2.20
1.66
7.56
6.43
6.90
1.57
2.17
2.41
2.58
1.22

7–26
0–7
0–7
1–9
2–9
33–61
33–62
1–35
0–7
0–10
0–9
0–9
0–4

-.32
.07
.37
-.79
.28
0
-.09
2.37
1.70
2.36
.93
1.97
1.76

-.55
-1.05
-.29
.11
-.05
-.41
.24
7.56
4.35
7.70
.80
3.33
1.64

Table 15
Correlation matrix for self-report measures associated with risk-taking

1. Modified Sensation Seeking Scale Total
2. STAI-state
3. Modified Health Risk Survey Total

1

2

3

—
-.13
.35

—
.09

—

*p < .05; no correlations were significant
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Adults

Adolescents

Letter congruent
cococongruent

Letter incongruent
cococongruent

Happy congruent
cococongruent

Happy incongruent
cococongruent

Fearful congruent
cococongruent

Fearful incongruent
cococongruent

-6

0

4 µV

Figure 1. The headmaps for the ERN for congruent and incongruent letter,
happy face, and fearful face targets, for adolescents and adults.
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Fearful congruent
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Figure 2. The headmaps for the ERN - CRN subtraction for congruent and
incongruent letter, happy face, and fearful face targets, for adolescents and adults.
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Figure 3. The headmaps for the N2 for congruent and incongruent letter,
happy face, and fearful face targets, for adolescents and adults.
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Figure 4. ERN for letter (top), happy face (middle), and fearful face
(bottom) letter targets. Congruent targets shown by solid lines;
incongruent targets shown by dotted lines, for adolescents and adults.
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Figure 5. CRN for letter (top) happy face, (middle) happy and (bottom)
fearful face targets. Congruent targets are shown by solid lines;
incongruent targets are shown by dotted lines, for adolescents and adults.
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Figure 6. N2 for letter (top) happy face, (middle) happy and (bottom)
fearful face targets. Congruent targets are shown by solid lines;
incongruent targets are shown by dotted line, for adolescents and adults.
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Figure 7. The headmaps for letter targets for ERN (top), subtraction wave for ERN minus CRN
(middle), and N2 (bottom) for congruent targets (left column), and incongruent targets (right
column), for emerging adults.
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Figure 8. The headmaps for happy targets for the ERN (top), subtraction of ERN minus CRN
(middle), and N2 (bottom) for congruent targets (left column), and incongruent targets (right
column), for emerging adults.
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Figure 9. The headmaps for fearful face targets for the ERN (top), subtraction of ERN minus
CRN (b), and N2 (c) for congruent targets (left column), and incongruent targets (right column),
for emerging adults.
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Figure 10. ERN for letter (top), happy face (middle), and fearful face (bottom) targets.
Congruent targets are shown by solid lines; incongruent targets are shown by dotted lines, for
emerging adults.
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Figure 11. CRN for letter (top), happy face (middle), and fearful face (bottom) targets.
Congruent targets are shown by solid lines; incongruent targets are shown by dotted lines, for
emerging adults.
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Figure 12. N2 for letter (top), happy face (middle), and fearful face (bottom) targets. Congruent
targets are shown by solid lines; incongruent targets are shown by dotted lines, for emerging
adults.
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Appendix A: Modified Health Risk Survey
This survey contains questions used for the health risk behavior. The questions in bold were
included in the analysis. The scoring is provided in parentheses beside each choice for the
questions that were used in analysis and were based on the original youth risk behavior survey
(2012).

The first 5 questions ask about safety.
1.

When you rode a bicycle during the past 12 months, how often did you wear a helmet?
A.
I did not ride a bicycle during the past 12 months
B.
Never wore a helmet
C.
Rarely wore a helmet
D.
Sometimes wore a helmet
E.
Most of the time wore a helmet
F.
Always wore a helmet

2.

How often do you wear a seat belt when riding in a car driven by someone else?
A.
Never (3)
B.
Rarely (3)
C.
Sometimes (2)
D.
Most of the time (1)
E.
Always (0)

3.

During the past 30 days, how many times did you ride in a car or other vehicle
driven by someone who had been drinking alcohol?
A.
0 times (0)
B.
1 time (2)
C.
2 or 3 times (3)
D.
4 or 5 times (3)
E.
6 or more times (3)

4.

During the past 30 days, how many times did you drive a car or other vehicle when you
had been drinking alcohol?
A.
I did not drive a car or other vehicle during the past 30 days
B.
0 times
C.
1 time
D.
2 or 3 times
E.
4 or 5 times
F.
6 or more times
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5.

During the past 30 days, on how many days did you text or e-mail while driving a car or
other vehicle?
A.
I did not drive a car or other vehicle during the past 30 days
B.
0 days
C.
1 or 2 days
D.
3 to 5 days
E.
6 to 9 days
F.
10 to 19 days
G.
20 to 29 days
H.
All 30 days

The next set of questions ask about violence-related behaviors.
6.

During the past 30 days, on how many days did you carry a weapon such as a gun,
knife, or club?
A.
0 days (0)
B.
1 day (2)
C.
2 or 3 days (3)
D.
4 or 5 days (3)
E.
6 or more days (3)

7.

During the past 30 days, on how many days did you carry a gun?
A.
0 days (0)
B.
1 day
C.
2 or 3 days (3)
D.
4 or 5 days (3)
E.
6 or more days (3)

8.

During the past 12 months, how many times were you in a physical fight?
A.
0 times (0)
B.
1 time (2)
C.
2 or 3 times (3)
D.
4 or 5 times (3)
E.
6 or 7 times (3)
F.
8 or 9 times (3)
G.
10 or 11 times (3)
H.
12 or more times (3)

9.

During the past 12 months, how many times were you in a physical fight in which you
were injured and had to be treated by a doctor or nurse.
A.
0 times
B.
1 time
C.
2 or 3 times
D.
4 or 5 times
E.
6 or more times
The next set of questions ask about tobacco use.
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10.

Have you ever tried cigarette smoking, even one or two puffs?
A.
Yes (3)
B.
No (0)

11.

How old were you when you smoked a whole cigarette for the first time?
A.
I have never smoked a whole cigarette
B.
8 years old or younger
C.
9 or 10 years old
D.
11 or 12 years old
E.
13 or 14 years old
F.
15 or 16 years old
G.
17 years old or older

12.

During the past 30 days, on how many days did you smoke cigarettes?
A.
0 days (0)
B.
1 or 2 days (2)
C.
3 to 5 days (3)
D.
6 to 9 days (3)
E.
10 to 19 days (3)
F.
20 to 29 days (3)
G.
All 30 days (3)

13.

During the past 30 days, on the days you smoked, how many cigarettes did you
smoke per day?
A.
I did not smoke cigarettes during the past 30 days (0)
B.
Less than 1 cigarette per day (1)
C.
1 cigarette per day (1)
D.
2 to 5 cigarettes per day (2)
E.
6 to 10 cigarettes per day (2)
F.
11 to 20 cigarettes per day (3)
G.
More than 20 cigarettes per day (3)

14.

Have you ever smoked cigarettes daily, that is, at least one cigarette every day for
30 days?
A.
Yes (3)
B.
No (0)

15.

During the past 12 months, did you ever try to quit smoking cigarettes?
A.
I did not smoke during the past 12 months
B.
Yes
C.
No

16.

During the past 30 days, on how many days did you use chewing tobacco, snuff, or dip,
such as Redman, Levi Garrett, Beechnut, Skoal, Skoal Bandits, or Copenhagen?
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A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
17.

0 days (0)
1 or 2 days (2)
3 to 5 days (3)
6 to 9 days (3)
10 to 19 days (3)
20 to 29 days (3)
All 30 days (3)

During the past 30 days, on how many days did you smoke cigars, cigarillos, or little
cigars?
A.
0 days (0)
B.
1 or 2 days (2)
C.
3 to 5 days (3)
D.
6 to 9 days (3)
E.
10 to 19 days (3)
F.
20 to 29 days (3)
G.
All 30 days (3)

The next set of questions ask about drinking alcohol. This includes drinking beer, wine, wine
coolers, and liquor such as rum, gin, vodka, or whiskey. For these questions, drinking alcohol
does not include drinking a few sips of wine for religious purposes.
18.

During your life, on how many days have you had at least one drink of alcohol?
A.
0 days (0)
B.
1 or 2 days (1)
C.
3 to 9 days (1)
D.
10 to 19 days (2)
E.
20 to 39 days (2)
F.
40 to 99 days (3)
G.
100 or more days (3)

19.

How old were you when you had your first drink of alcohol other than a few sips?
A.
I have never had a drink of alcohol other than a few sips
B.
8 years old or younger
C.
9 or 10 years old
D.
11 or 12 years old
E.
13 or 14 years old
F.
15 or 16 years old
G.
17 years old or older

20.

During the past 30 days, on how many days did you have at least one drink of
alcohol?
A.
0 days (0)
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B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

1 or 2 days (1)
3 to 5 days (1)
6 to 9 days (2)
10 to 19 days (2)
20 to 29 days (3)
All 30 days (3)

21.

During the past 30 days, on how many days did you have 5 or more drinks of
alcohol in a row, that is, within a couple of hours?
A.
0 days (0)
B.
1 day (2)
C.
2 days (3)
D.
3 to 5 days (3)
E.
6 to 9 days (3)
F.
10 to 19 days (3)
G.
20 or more days (3)

22.

During the past 30 days, what is the largest number of alcoholic drinks you had in
a row, that is, within a couple of hours?
A.
I did not drink alcohol during the past 30 days (0)
B.
1 or 2 drinks (1)
C.
3 drinks (2)
D.
4 drinks (3)
E.
5 drinks (3)
F.
6 or 7 drinks (3)
G.
8 or 9 drinks (3)
H.
10 or more drinks (3)

23.

During the past 30 days, how did you usually get the alcohol you drank?
A.
I did not drink alcohol during the past 30 days
B.
I bought it in a store such as a liquor store, convenience store, supermarket,
discount store, or gas station
C.
I bought it at a restaurant, bar, or club
D.
I bought it at a public event such as a concert or sporting event
E.
I gave someone else money to buy it for me
F.
Someone gave it to me
G.
I took it from a store or family member
H.
I got it some other way

The next questions ask about marijuana use. Marijuana also is called grass or pot.
24.

During your life, how many times have you used marijuana?
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A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

0 times (0)
1 or 2 times (2)
3 to 9 times (2)
10 to 19 times (3)
20 to 39 times (3)
40 to 99 times (3)
100 or more times (3)

25.

How old were you when you tried marijuana for the first time?
A.
I have never tried marijuana
B.
8 years old or younger
C.
9 or 10 years old
D.
11 or 12 years old
E.
13 or 14 years old
F.
15 or 16 years old
G.
17 years old or older

26.

During the past 30 days, how many times did you use marijuana?
A.
0 times (0)
B.
1 or 2 times (2)
C.
3 to 9 times (3)
D.
10 to 19 times (3)
E.
20 to 39 times (3)
F.
40 or more times (3)

The next 10 questions ask about other drugs.
27.

During your life, how many times have you used any form of cocaine, including
powder, crack, or freebase?
A.
0 times
B.
1 or 2 times
C.
3 to 9 times
D.
10 to 19 times
E.
20 to 39 times
F.
40 or more times
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28.

During your life, how many times have you sniffed glue, breathed the contents of
aerosol spray cans, or inhaled any paints or sprays to get high?
A.
0 times (0)
B.
1 or 2 times (2)
C.
3 to 9 times (3)
D.
10 to 19 times (3)
E.
20 to 39 times (3)
F.
40 or more times (3)

29.

During your life, how many times have you used heroin (also called smack, junk, or
China White)?
A.
0 times
B.
1 or 2 times
C.
3 to 9 times
D.
10 to 19 times
E.
20 to 39 times
F.
40 or more times

30.

During your life, how many times have you used methamphetamines (also called
speed, crystal, crank, or ice)?
A.
0 times
B.
1 or 2 times
C.
3 to 9 times
D.
10 to 19 times
E.
20 to 39 times
F.
40 or more times

31.

During your life, how many times have you used ecstasy (also called MDMA)?
A.
0 times (0)
B.
1 or 2 times (2)
C.
3 to 9 times (3)
D.
10 to 19 times (3)
E.
20 to 39 times (3)
F.
40 or more times (3)

32.

During your life, how many times have you used hallucinogenic drugs, such as LSD,
acid, PCP, angel dust, mescaline, or mushrooms?
A.
0 times
B.
1 or 2 times
C.
3 to 9 times
D.
10 to 19 times
E.
20 to 39 times
F.
40 or more times
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33.

During your life, how many times have you taken steroid pills or shots without a
doctor's prescription?
A.
0 times
B.
1 or 2 times
C.
3 to 9 times
D.
10 to 19 times
E.
20 to 39 times
F.
40 or more times

34.

During your life, how many times have you taken a prescription drug (such as
OxyContin, Percocet, Vicodin, codeine, Adderall, Ritalin, or Xanax) without a
doctor's prescription?
A.
0 times (0)
B.
1 or 2 times (2)
C.
3 to 9 times (3)
D.
10 to 19 times (3
E.
20 to 39 times (3)
F.
40 or more times (3)

35.

During your life, how many times have you used a needle to inject any illegal drug into
your body?
A.
0 times (0)
B.
1 time (3)
C.
2 or more times (3)

The next 7 questions ask about sexual behavior.
36.

Have you ever had sexual intercourse?
A.
Yes
B.
No

37.

How old were you when you had sexual intercourse for the first time?
A.
I have never had sexual intercourse
B.
11 years old or younger
C.
12 years old
D.
13 years old
E.
14 years old
F.
15 years old
G.
16 years old
H.
17 years old or older

38.

During your life, with how many people have you had sexual intercourse?
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A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

I have never had sexual intercourse (0)
1 person (0)
2 people (0)
3 people (1)
4 people (2)
5 people (3)
6 or more people (3)

39.

During the past 3 months, with how many people did you have sexual intercourse?
A.
I have never had sexual intercourse (0)
B.
I have had sexual intercourse, but not during the past 3 months (0)
C.
1 person (0)
D.
2 people (2)
E.
3 people (3)
F.
4 people (3)
G.
5 people (3)
H.
6 or more people (3)

40.

Did you drink alcohol or use drugs before you had sexual intercourse the last time?
A.
I have never had sexual intercourse
B.
Yes
C.
No

41.

The last time you had sexual intercourse, did you or your partner use a condom?
A.
I have never had sexual intercourse
B.
Yes
C.
No

42.

The last time you had sexual intercourse, what one method did you or your partner use
to prevent pregnancy? (Select only one response.)
A.
I have never had sexual intercourse
B.
No method was used to prevent pregnancy
C.
Birth control pills
D.
Condoms
E.
An IUD (such as Mirena or ParaGard) or implant (such as Implanon or
Nexplanon)
F.
A shot (such as Depo-Provera), patch (such as Ortho Evra), or birth control
ring (such as NuvaRing)
G.
Withdrawal or some other method
H.
Not sure
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